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Prof. Teresa Schwartz Selected
White House Fellow
by Carolyn Nussbaum

Inside: Interview with J. Skelly Wright.~.seeFocus,
page 6.
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D.C. Public Interest Research'exarn,
contraceptives, 'aborti~n,
Group (P.I.R;G.) has produced a pregnancy testing, childbirth,
comprehensive guide to women's self-breast'
exam,
venereal'
health care services available in disease, DES, vaginal infections,
the District of Columbia; and and patient's' rights. A special
under a provision of a December, feature of the childbirth section is
1977 Student
Senate
Bill, a listing of childbirth classes
GWUSA will receive $500 worth currently available in the D.C.
of the books (at printing cost) to area.. who teaches them and with
be distributed to students free of what qualifications,
frequency
charge.
and length of classes, payment
The book is' scheduled to be mechanisms, etc.
delivered
at the
George
The
financial
aid
from
Washington University for distri- GWUSA was awarded to D.C.
bution today, September 13, PIRG because (in the language of
1978. At that time, GWUSA will Bill 2-23), the "disemination of
be allocated 890 copies. All information regarding Women's
students with student I.D. will be Health Care and Women's Health
able to come by the GWUSA Care Clinics in the District of
'office, room 408 of the Marvin Columbia would aid a substantial
Center, and pick up a copy. All population of' the GW cornnon-students, faculty, and staff mumy
't" ...
will be charged $2.50 the cost of
The GWUSA share of the
the book. It may be purchased at money and the production of the
the D.C. PIRG office at G.W.U., book made it just in time for
room 421 of the Marvin Center.
release of the book when the
The contents of the 72-page students arrive back on campus. I
book includes ,20 pages of infer- hope everyone who qualifies takes
mation on local clinic availability , advantage of this opportunity to
fees and billing, practice infor- receive a copy.
mation, and additional services.
Indicators
are good
for
The .remainder of the book is marketing
all
across
the
devoted to educational material Washington
metropolitan
for women's health concerns. community. A total of 5,000 are
Several chapters of text include 'being printed with the first
information on the gynecological edition.

The Jacob Burns Law Library

Law'Le.brary Hours
I

'

Fall hours are now in effect;
Monday through Friday,
8 a.m, to 12 midnight
Saturday, 9 a.m, to 12 midnight
Sunday, 9 a.m, to 12 midnight
1-

-

Professor Theresa Schwartz of
the National Law Center has been
chosen for the prestigious appointment of a White House
Fellow for 1978-79. Ms. Schwartz, who is on a leave of 'absence this year to serve in the
position, was one of 15 Fellows
selected from 2026 applicants.
The White House Fellows
program, instituted in 1964 by
President Johnson, is designed to
honor young Americans judged to
be outstanding in their careers
and in their leadership potential.
It provides them with the unique
opportunity to become involved
in the governing of the nation.

government
officials. "Essenher B.A. at Stanford University
tially, our input is to review and received her J.D. from
matters and frame policies for de- GEORGE Washington in 1971.
cision by the Secretary," Ms.' She is a member of the Order of
Schwartz said of her responsibili- ,the Coif and also graduated first
ties, as a special assistant to the in her law class, winning the
Deputy Secretary at the DepartCharles Glover Award, the Kappa
ment of Transportation.
The Beta Pi Award,' the John Bell
principle focus of her work at Lerner Award; and the John
DOT will be on economic regu- Ordronaux Award. She served for
latory reform of surface transpora year as attorney-advisor to
tation.
Commissioner Mary Jones .at the
The selection of' the White Federal Trade Commission and
House Fellows is the culmination
joined the law school faculty in
of a long and complicated
1972. While a Professor, Ms.
process. From the 2026 appli- Schwartz sat on' the University
cations received this year, the 'Senate,
in 'addition' to being
Civil Service Commission xhose appointed to the National,Ad-"
110 semi-finalists to be inter- visory Committee on Rules 'for '
.viewed by regional panels. 32 the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
finalists were invited to Washing- . District, and the National Ad-

be

The year-long program combines ton to
interviewed by the seleca position in the White House or a tion committee, and 15are invited
Department with participation in .. to become White House Fellows.,
'ecqcational:>,seminars
lead' by/Prof~sor
'Schwartz obtained

visory Committee for the FlammabIe Products Act. She is expected to return to GW to teach
products liability next fall.

library· Improvements
by Hugh Bernard
Few fiscal years in the recent
history of the Law Library have
been as eventful as the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1978. Expansion
plans for the library's services,
made the previous fiscal year,
_were put into effect with thearrival of the new Associate librarian for Reader Services, Mr.
James S. Heller, on Sept. 1, 1977.
He is the first new professional
member of the staff to be added
since 1970, and his arrival
brought the library's professional
full-time staff to five. In November, 1977, the Law Library

contracted for the installation of' long-range
planning.
Recomthe LEXIS (Mead Data) on-line mendations contained in the Law
computer-assisted legal research Library's
"Institutional
Selfsystem, thanks to the generosity Study" document, prepared for
of an anonymous donor who this event, have in several cases
made possible the first year's
been implemented or are in the
costs. The system went "on-line"
process of implementation at this
in the library on February 6, writing. Among these were a
1978. Several Faculty members,
book and periodical budget of
many students, and most of the li- more than $200,000; an OCLC
brary's
full-time
staff have bibliographical computer termireceived instruction in the use of nal for use in processing of matethe system.
rials; more staff for the Technical
Also in February, the Law li- Services Department (Acquisibrarian participated
with the tions and Cataloging); and the
Faculty in the Law Center's Airlie conversion of three part-time proHouse Conference, in which at(continued on page five)
tention was focused on short and

GWUSA Senate Vacancy

One of three National Law vhlesand serves as a conduit for
of Trustees. Petitions in support
Center seats on GWUSA (George student input into university proof the proposal to be presented to
Washington University Student grams and policies.
the GWU administration
are
One of the first activities underpresently being Circulated in the
Associationjis currently vacant as
a result of, the. resignation of taken by GWUSA·this semester is law school and throughout the
and undergraduate
Shambhu Chopra. Chopra, who an effort to obtain student repre- graduate,
divisions of the University.
was also elected SBA Night Vice sentation on the University Board
President last spring, announced
that he will be unable to serve in
the positions since he is returning
to Allahabad, India to practice
law.
AnyGW law student wishing to
William G. Malone, assistant of the Federal Bar Associationa
apply for Chopra's seat should general counsel of the Veterans nd a 1952 graduate of GW's-law
file a petition at the GWUSA Administration, will receive the school, will be presented the
award by Law Association Presioffice in room 408 of the Marvin Professional Achievement-Award
Center.
of the George Washington Uni- dent Sheldon S. Cohen. Malone is
GWUSA was reestablished in versity Law Association Friday, a resident of Arlington, Va.
1976 after several years ofconstiSeptember 15, at a law alumni
tutional wrangling. It is a Uni- meeting during the Federal Bar
Dean Robert Kramer will
versity-wide student government Annual Convention in Washing- address the alumni meeting,
wh'ch controls
funding
for ton.
which will be held at 7:45 a.m. at
...... Jt~~~n.i. ?~~a~~~.ti.o~~• ~~~ •~c.ti:..• ~al??~, ~~oi~ p.res.i~~n.t:e!~c.t.,t~~ Mayflower Hotel.

Malone Honored'
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Dedication
D.C.D.C.

Did you think this issue was dedicated to the hurried grind of!
living, working and learning the Washington routine, or the fed- I
eral court circuit that occupies geographically the smallest area'
.but handles the largest number of administrative law cases?
What is district court? What is the D.C. district court?
The Evarts Act of 1891 created eleven courts of appeals in the
federal judicial system. One of them presides over the D.C. Circuit. The territorial jurisdiction of the other ten ranges from
three to ten states. The primary workload of most of the U.S.
courts of appeals are petitions for review of decisions entered in
any of the 91 district courts, the trial level tribunal in the federal
judiciary.
Pursuant to the Administrative Procedures Act, and to many
specific enabling acts under which Congress has delegated
authority to administrative agencies, the U.S. Court of Appeals
also has jurisdiction to review the orders of many government
agencies.
In 1974, over 16,000 cases reached the federal courts of appeals. That included 13,812 appeals from the district courts,
2,205 applications for review of orders of administrative agencies
and 419 original proceedings. This filing figure was over four
times the number of cases that reached the courts in 1960. The
increased caseload is due principally to the spiraling number of
cases that are filed in the district courts. The number of federal
cases filed in 1974, for example, was about 140,000, compared to
over 170,000 last year.
The usual basis of the district courts' jurisdiction is 28 U.S.C.
1331, 1332, 1345, or 1346. Sec. 1331 confers federal jurisdiction
in civil actions in which the matter in controversy is over $10,000
and arises under federal law. Sec. 1332 grants jurisdiction when
the issue involves over $IO,OOOand arises between citizens of
different states. Sec. 1345 and 1346 permits litigation in the
district courts when the United States is a party to the action.
The rules of trial and appellate procedure in the federal courts
are largely uniform, but the types of judicial considerations and
responses that are brought to bear by the third branch of the federal government vary with the nature of the workload. In this
respect, the D.C. Circuit is unlike any of the other ten. The decisions of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit, more
often than any others except those of the Supreme Court, involve
issues with a direct national impact. The D.C. Circuit is the
central administrative tribunal to pass judgment on the actions of
the federal bureaucracy.
Judges like Bazelon, Leventhal and Wright are intellectual
giants whose names should become noteworthy early in the
course of a contemporary legal education. As Chief Judge of the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit, Judge Bazelon presided for seventeen years over what may be regarded as the
highest federal bench below the Supreme Court. J. Skelly Wright
has recently been promoted to Chief Judge of the federal court of
appeals in Washington. On August 31 he graciously accepted an
invitation to meet with the Advocate to offer his reflections on
the administration of the Court and the role of the judiciary. A
transcript of our conversation appears in the Focus section on
page 6.
For a taste of Judge Wright's work see Edwards v. Habib, 397
F.2d. 687 (D.C. Circuit, 1968) and Calvert Cliffs v, AEC, 2 ERC
1779 (D.C. Circuit, 1971). In Edwards, Judge Wright forbade
the use of retaliatory evictions of tenants who complained of
poor housing conditions, because otherwise it '''would clearly
frustrate the effectiveness of the housing code as a means of upgrading the quality of housing in Washington." In Calvert
Cliffs, Judge Wright ruled that the AEC's procedural rules did
not comply with NEP A.
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S8A Funding Deficient
by Peter Glazier
I write this as treasurer of the
Student Bar Association (SBA),
the student government at the
National
Law Center,
with
responsibility for overseeing the
disbursement of SBAfunds. The
SBA provides money basically for
two types of activities, those
which are conducted by the SBA
itself, such as orientation, parties,
course evaluations, etc., and
those which are sponsored by
other student organizations.
The SBA expects to fund at
least seven' to ten such student
organizations this year, including
La Raza, BALSA, the National
Law yers Guild, the Student
Patent Law Association, Moot
Court, and the International Law
Society. Because these groups do
not receive separate
annual
budgets from the administration,
but rather are expected to ask the
SBA for money, the SBA has
become a kind of a parent organization to them.
Since so much of law school involves sitting and absorbing book
information in the library and
sitting and absorbing lecture information
in class, activities
'which provide students a chance
to work with what they have
learned in orde to produce a
useful product are welcome and
should be encouraged.
Law
Students in Court, the clinical
programs, and Professor Brown's
Land Development Law class are
examples of such activities provided as part of the curriculum.
Student organizations provide the
.same experience in an extra-curricular setting.
Student group sponsored events

expected this year include Moot
Court
a symposium on the
Middl~ East, a panel discussi,?n of
.Bakke seminars on copynghts
and patent law clerkships, a
p-aker on the Letelier assasination, and a number of others.
Such activities enliven the law
school by provoking thought a~d
discussion about the law and Its
real life application outside the
normal' four to five course
schedule.
Despite the value of these
organizations to the quality of life
at the law school, they are kept to
a large extent on an administrative and financial string. Consider:
I. Lack of office space-Most
clubs at the law school do not
have an office, much less even a
desk, a file cabinet, or a phone;
The lack of adequate facilities at
the school is well known; student
groups have received the worst of
this bad situation,
2. Lack of secretarial or clerical
help-No
student groups have
access to typing or other secretarial service. As a result, a good
deal of time is wasted on running
forms, making posters, typing,
and other administrative details,
rather than on more creative and
substantive matters.
3. Lack of money-From
an
annual budget of $5000 provided
by the administration, the SBA is
expected to provide funding for
its own activities and the activities
of other student groups. The SBA
has decided this year to allocate
about half of this money to
student groups, so that each
group will receive a maximum of
$225 each. It addition, the SBA
will provide' $100 dollars in

"administrative"
funds (for
paper clips,etc.)
from money
applied for and received from the
George Washington University
Student Association (GWUSA).
It is very difficult, if not impossible, to run. a student organization on this amount of money.
It will not cover the cost of Moot
Court receptions after the final
rounds of competition. It did not
cover the cost last year of sending
the patent law moot court team to
the Moot Court National Finals.
It will not pay the cost of one
major speaker.
We are working this year to
open up some new sources of
money, particularly by making
maximum use of the GWUSA
program
board.
Nevertheless,
funding shortages means cutting
back on planned activities, less
than professional presentation of
programs, and a good deal of
scrambling for money.
It is one of the goals this year of
the SBA to do as much as possible
to institutionalize student activities and organizations at the law
school. It is not possible to do this
"hi'e s zratching for $25 dollars
liere and $50 there. Until budgetary allocations are increased at
the beginning of each year, either
through a dramatic increase in the
SBA budget so that meaningful
budgets can be provided. to
student groups, or through direct
provision of budgets to these
groups, the quality and quantity
of programs which can be produced by and presented to law
students will suffer. As a result.
the chances for a varied and stimulating
education
at the
National Law Center will diminish.

Law & Aging Survey
Just over 10 percent of the law
specifically to meet the legal neeus
schools in the United States have
of the elderly. There are currently
classroom or clinical programs
37.8 million persons (lout of 7)
specifically focusing on the legal
who are over 60 years of age in
problems of the elderly, accord- . this country, with a projection of
ing to a survey recently published
7I million (lout of 4) by the year
by the Institute of Law and Aging
2035.
at the National Law Center of
Professor Donald P. RothsGeorge Washington University.
child, co-director of GW's InstiThe survey, funded by a grant
tute of Law and Aging, attributes
from the federal Administration
the lack of such programs to "a
on Aging, shows that although
misconception about the legal
older Americans are increasingly
needs of the elderly and a belief
becoming a greater proportion of
that traditional legal education
the population, only 24 of the namethods can train persons to
tiori's approximately 200 law, satisfy these needs. From our
schools have programs designed
clinical experience at GW," he explains, "it is evident that regular
law school curricula are not meeting these needs. They do not provide the expertise to handle the

Rehab Act
Compliance

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, which prohibits
discrimination on the basis of'
handicap, requires that the university conduct a self-evaluation
of its programs in light of the regulations implementing the act. A
report on the self-evaluation has
been drafted. Included are assessments of academic programs,
services, and the hospital. Interes- .
•ted faculty, staff, and students
are invited to read the report in
the Office of the Provost (Rice'
Hall, 8th Floor) and to provide
any comments they may have to
Marianne Phelps, Assistant Provost for Affirmative Action.

atypical legal problems involved
in public benefit programs such as
social security, disability benefits,
supplemental security income and
veterans benefits."
The 50-page survey provides
the first national listing of law
school programs and materials in
the field of law and aging. In the
conclusion, Professor Rothschild
and Professor Eric S. Sirulnik
(co-director of the institute) reo
commend that law schools reas.sess their curricula in light of the
special legal needs of the elderly
and that several law schools formally publish materials in this
field, including textbooks and
publications to be used for continuing education and clinical programs.

mitt 1\buncatt
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STA·FF MEETING
on
Tues., Sept 19 at 8:00 pm
in the newspaper office.
All interested persons are invited
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It Has Been Decided.
by David Bane

and the prosecutor's sentencing
recommendation, a trial judge
Torts-social host
signed a "pen letter" which was
Social host who furnished alco- sent to the Illinois Parole Board,
~olic. beverages to obviously recommending that the petitioner
Intoxicated guest under circum-: serve the maximum time possible.
stances creating reasonably foreOn appeal, it was held that petiseeable risk of harm to others is tioner should have been advised
liable.for injuries to third persons of the possibility that such a letter
resulting from guest's intoxi- might be sent before the accepcation.
tance of the guilty plea. Fed. Case
In this case, Section 2562 of the News. Sept. 1, 1978 p. 4 Vol. 1
Business and Professions Code of No. 33
t~e state of California which proRobison V: Israel (C.A.7) No.
vides that "every person who 77-1336 Aug. 22.1978.
sells, furnishes, gives, or causes to Contract Clause-rent control
be sold, furnished, or given away,
The Contract Clause of the
any alcoholic beverage to . ny Constitution did not relieve hhe
obviously intoxicated person ~: owners of apartments subsidized
guilty of a misdemeanor," was and financed under a section of
upheld in the California Supreme the National Housing Act from
Court as applied to a social host. complying with Boston rent conIt was argued that the statute
trol, even though the owners
should only be applied to com- allegedly received significantly
mercial liquor sellers. The court less than the FHA-approved rents
disagree and noted "it is small as a consequence of the rent
comfort to the widow whose hus- control. Fed. Case News. Sept. 1,
band has been killed in an acci- 1978 pp 3-4 Vol. 1 No. 33
dent to learn that the intoxicated
Kargman v. Sullivan (C.A.l) No.
driver received his drinks from a 77-1559 Aug. 22,1978
hospitable social host rather than
Damages-pain and suffering
by purchase at a bar." Coulter v,
The evidence indicated that the
Superior Court of San Mateo child who was killed in an auto
cto., Calif. Sup .: Ct. April 26, accident lived approsimately 5
1978 USL W 5-16-7846 LW 2602p hours after the accident. During
Torts-sterilization
the five hours, the child grunted,
Parents who had healthy child groaned, and moved his head.
after wife underwent unsuccessful- This evidence was sufficient to
sterilization procedure have cause permit a jury to find that the child
of action against doctor who per- was sensitive to and aware of his
formed operation damages as pain and therefore permit the
measured by medical expenses child's parents to recover for the
;and pain and suffering incident to pain and suffering of the child.
pregnancy and anticipated costs Fed. Case News. Vol I No. 30 p. 7
MiJ/er v. National Fire and
of raising child:
In addition, woman who be- Marine Insurance Co., (C.A.5)
No. 76-3169 April 10, 1978
came pregnant after unsuccessful
sterilization procedure had no Privacy-Massage Parlor Registraobligation to mitigate possible tion
The requirement of a San
medical malpractice damages by
undergoing abortion. USL W 5-9- Antonio Massage parlor ordinance that operators maintain a
78 p. 46 LW 2586
NY CtCls: Rivera v. New York, record of the name and address of
each patient and masseuse did not
April 28, 1978.
infringe on associational
or
States-s-l I th Amendment
A nonresident student brought privacy rights of patrons.
Pollard v. Cochrell, (C.A. 5)
an action to recover from injuries
that allegedly resulted from the No. 76-3907 Aug. 23, 1978. Fed.
negligence of the New Mexico Case News Vol 1 No. 33 p. 14
School of Mines, Board of Police-smoking marijuana
Despite his contention that his
Regents. Since the action was, inessence one against the state of actions fell within the perforNew Mexico, it was barred under mance of his official duties and
thus were not illegal, an underthe 11th Amendment.
Korgich v. Regents of New cover state police officer could
Mexico School of Mines, (CA. properly be terminated from his'
employment on a finding that he
10)
NO. 77-1932. Aug. 18, 1978 smoked marijuana with narcot.cs
Fed. Case News. Vol. No. 33 p. suspects. Fed. Case News, Vol. 1
17
.
No. 33 p. 34
Kidnapping-spouse
Bishop v. Law Enforcement
The federal kidnapping statute Merit System Council. (Ariz.
governs a situation where a hus- App) 581 P. 2d 262
band forcibly drives his wife Coal
Leases-environmental
across a state line in order to get impact
her to discuss maritial affairs.
Where coal has been found in
U.S. v. Vickers, (C.A. 5) no. 78- commercial quantities.. the Secre5183 Aug 23, 1978
_
tary of the Interior must obey the
Fed. Case News. Vol 1 No. 33 Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 and
p.l0
cannot reject preference right coal
Fifth
ammendment-medical
leases. Nevertheless, if the action
treatment
significantly affects the environA pretrial detainee, who alleged ment, the Secretary must first prethat federal and state officers pare an environmental impact
denied him adequate medical statement before issuing the lease.
treatment for a broken arm.
Natural Resources Defense
could maintain an action against Council. Inc. v. Berklund (DC.
the officers directly under the D.CCiv.A. No. 75-0313 Jtme30,
Fifth Amendment.
1978 Fed. Case News. Vol I No.
Loe V. Armestead (C.A. 4) No. 33 p. 24
77-2039. Aug. 16, 1978 Fed Case Class Certification-Abandoned
News. Vol. 1 No. 33 p. 8
vehicles
Guilty plea- "pen letter"
A class has been certified in
After accepting a guilty plea any-action attacking the constitu-

tionality of procedured used by
the City of Philadelphia for
dealing with allegedly abandoned
motor vehicles. The class consists
of all owners of motor vehicles
that have .been seized, detained
and sold, or destroyed by the
.Philadephia Police Depart. or
whowill be subject to such practices in the future.

Recent judicial
opinions of interest

••

Rape-Evidence
In his trial for rape, defendant's
principal defense was that, because of intoxication he had no
'
. recollection of the crime.
Given
that defense, the trial court did
not abuse its descretion in forbidding the defendant to inquire into

Canary Islands. The court noted
that Massachusetts had no interest in punishment since the
accident occurred in the Canary
Islands. Furthermore, the court
remarked that application of the
Massachusetts punitive damage
provision would impair the clear
and substantial interest of the
Netherlands from excessive financial burdens.. Fed. Case News
Vol 1 No. 31 p. 37
Nazi
War Crimes-American
citizenship
The court rejected the government's attempt to revoke American citizenship from a person who
had admitted that he was a guard
at Treblinka.. The court found'
that false statement on a visa
application were not material The
court rejected claims that the
guard had not acted voluntarily
and had not committed any atrocities. However, the court also rejected the in'court identification
of the man by survivors of the
concentration camp. Fed. Case
News. Vol No. 31 p. 23
U.S. v. Fedorenko. (S.C. Fla.) N.
77-2668-Civ. NCR July 25, 1978
Police Questioning
Police questioned petitioner in
_the basement of his girlfriend's
home, 'shortly after she had been
found murdered, there. Although
Miranda warnings were not given,
statement that petitioner made to
the officers were admissible as
evidence at his murder trial. The
questioning was not a custodial
interrogation because officers had
no probable cause to arrest and
had not focused the investigation
on the defendant. The questions
were general and routine and petitioner was not deprived of his
freedom of action in any significant way. Borodine v. Douzanis
. Mass) No. CA 77-749-T, Aug 9,

the sexual history of the victim,
except as to any prior sexual conAnderson v. Rizzo (B.D. Pa.) duct with the defendant. U.S. v.
Civ. A Aug. 14, 1978. Fed. Case Driver, (C.A.·4) No. 78-5023 Fed.
News. Vol. No. 33 No. 77-2795 p. Case News Vol 1 No. 32 p. 14
22
Aug. 7, 1978
Breathalyzer TestA motorist was not deprived of Class Action-Attorney fees
due process of equal protection by . An award of attorney fees to
North Carolina procedures which class action plaintiffs following
led to the revocation of his driv- approval of a settlement has been
ing privileges for six months after upheld. However, no fees for serhe re~use~ to take a breathalyzer
vices rendered on appeal would be
e~ammat~on. The motorist was awarded where that appeal ingiven a right to a hearing before
volved nothing more than a dissuspension took effect. Fed. Case pute over the proper amount of
News. Vol. No. 33 p. 21
the award. Fed. Case News Vol.
(W.D.N.C)
No. C-C-77-122
No. 32 P. 3
Montgomery v. North Carolina
Premier Corp. v. Serrano
Dept. of Motor Vehicles Aug. 4,(C.A.
5) No. 76-2049 Aug. 17,
1978
1978
.
Railroads- Tort Immunity
Freedon of Information-Ring
A statute granting a railroad
.assassination company immunity from tort
A motion by an attorney who liability to any persons injured by
was counsel for James Earl Ray an engine or railroad car, while
to -gain access to appers and re- walking, standing, or playing on
ports in the control of the Dept. the railroad
roadbed does not
of Justice related to the murder of violate e Constitution.
Potter v. Charles L. Finch I
Martin Luther King Jr. has been
denied. The Court ordered release Sons. (N.J.) 388 A. 2d 614 Fed.
of papers concerning political,
Case News-Aug.
nonpersonal
conversations but
Wrongful death-outside United
States
granted a privacy exemption - to
Sibley v, KLM-Royal Dutch
certain materials in view of -the
Airlines, (S.D.N.Y.) N. 77 Civ.
contemporary character of the
5880, Aug. 4, 1978
data and the damage disclosure
might cause.
The District Court held that the
Lesar v. U.S. Dept. of Justice,
Massachusetts Wrongful Death
(D.C. D.C.) Fed. Case News Vol Act did not apply to a claim for
No. 32 p. 17 Civ. A. No. 77.:0692 punitive damages arising from the
Potter
July 28, 1978
collision of two airplanes in the
-Sons.

v. Charles L. Finch &

Phi Delta Phi Career Symposium
by Dana Dembrow

In -an effort to attract the
resources of the Washington
legal community to exchange
insights and ideas with GW law
students, the John Marshall Inn
of Phi Delta Phi legal fraternity
is
planning
several
-panel
discussions
during
the
fall
semester. At an organizational
meeting on Aug. 30, Magister
Steve Blair encouraged present
and prospective members to get
involved .in the association by
joining Phi Delta Phi and helping
to conduct its activities. Henry
A. Berliner, past President of the
international fraternity, Sam S.
Crutchfield, Executive Director,
and Prof. David Sharpe, Phi
Delta Phi's faculty advisor at
GW. discussed the rewards, of
membership
and
invited
interested students to Investigate
scholarship and loan benefits as
well as the intangible benefits of
cultivating professional contacts
with area attorneys.
The
fourth
organizational
meeting of this semester is
scheduled for 8:00 p.m. tonight
in order to finalize preparations
for an informal discussion on
law school study techniques to
be conducted at 9:30 p.m. on
September 16. The coffee hour
which is planned for, Sunday
evening will feature three of the

editors
of
the
George
Washington Law Review in a
seminar on how to survive first
semester classes and casebooks.
All interested
students
are
invited to attend.
At 8:00 p.m, on Wednesday,
September 27 in room 101 of
Stockton Hall, Phi Delta Phi will
sponsor it first major symposium
of the year with a panel
discussion on legal careers. Three
noteworthy
members of the
D.C.
Bar
have
accepted
invitations
to
address
the
National Law Center student
body and participate in crossfire
response to questions. J. Gordon
Forrester, a solo practitioner in
Washingotn and active member
of the barrister division of Phi
Delta Phi, will be the moderator
of the conference.
Also in attendance will be
Jake Stein, who graduated GW
law
school
in
1948 and
subsequently achieved notoriety
as a partner in the firm of Stein,
Mitchell & Mezines. He served as
President
of the D.C. Bar
Association in 1968-69 and is a
recipient of GW's Distinguished
Law School Alumnus Award. He
is also a fellow of the American
College of Trial Lawyers and the
author of several popular articles
and texts on tort Jaw. He is

often remembered as a defense
litigant
in
the
Watergate
prosecution and his service as a
D.C. Bar Examiner should also
provide the background for
some insights of interest to law
students.
Representing large firms at
the
career
symposium
on
September 27 will be James
Robertson, a GW graduate who
is now a partner in Wilmer,
Cutler & Pickering, one of the
city's
leading
corporate
practices. Rounding out the bill
with a government attorney will
be Ben Greenspoon, a chief
litigator with the Securities and
Exchange Commission, who has
also represented the Policemens'
Union during the course of his
earlier
work
as a private
,practitioner.
Phi Delta
Phi has also
scheduled at least two additional
major
events
for the fall
semester. The fraternity hopes
to
continue
its
informal
gatherings on Sunday evenings
to
promote
intraand
extra-curricular
awareness of
legal issues. The officers of the
professional association extend
their invitation to any interested
member of the law school to
participate
in any of their
activities.
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Student Practice in Federal Courts
by Barbara Beck
A plan providing for the
limited
admission
of
law
students to practice in the U.S.
District Courts is currently being
formulated. In February, 1978,
a final report was submitted to
the Committee of the Judicial
Conference of the United States
to
Consider Standards
for
Admission to Practice; the full
committee is now drafting a
unform rule for law student
practice in the federal courts.
The objective envisioned: the
improvement of the training and
competency of law students by
encouraging limited practice
which conforms to standards
explicated in a model student

practice rule. The model rule
which would ensure the quality
of the student's education and
the client's service, is expected
to be officially presented to the
Judicial
Conference
in
September of 1979.
The
program
would be
conducted as part of the law
school's
consortium
clinical·
practice program (e.g, Law
Students in Court) and would be
taken for academic' credit.
Student
practitioners
could,
under the supervision of an
attorney with faculty or adjunct
faculty status represent any
client, including federal, state or
local government bodies in any
criminal, civil, or administrative
matter or in any matter in which

a licensed attorney could act,
which could be properly brought
before
the
federal
court.
Individual courts would be able
to adjust various requirements to
suit their particular
needs.
Emphasis is upon interviewing,
counseling, fact gathering and
investigation,
negotiation,
drafting . and brief writing,
motion
practice,
and trial
practiced.
The benefits
of student
practice in the federal courts, as
is also true of similar student
practiced
programs
in the
Superior Court, is three-fold. It
serves as learning tool for the
student, assistance to the Court,
and assistance to the client;

a

Dean Search Continues
by Dana Dembrow

personalities as Ramsey Clark,
Monroe Fredman, Charles Alan
Wright, and Irving Younger.
When the Advocate last
reported on the dean search in
mid-April, the faculty had just
adopted a set of criteria for
j u d g in gap
p 1i can t s'
qualifications.
These criteria
were proposed by the Faculty
Dean Search Committee and
amended by the SBA Committee
after the draft version was
circulated to the faculty and
modified
by
the
student
representatives.
Essentially, the guidelines
which adopted stipulated that
candidates would be required to
evidence administrative ability,
achievement
in
the
legal
profession, leadership capacity,
an
interest
in
developing··'
University resources, and a
commitment to promoting a
variety of teaching techniques.
At the end of the spring
semester, Dean Martin Dickinson
of the University of Kansas
Scl,lOOIof Law was invited to
visit the National Law Center,
where he was interviewed by the
Faculty
Committee,
by
individual professors and by the

For the benefit of those who
tuned in late in the last chapter
of the continuing saga of the
search for a new dean for the
National Law Center, we begin
this chapter with a summary of
the events of last year.
Early in the fall semester of
1977 at the emphatic requests of
former SBA President John
Beardsworth and ex-Advocate
Editor Stephen Reimer, the
faculty adopted a compromise
resolution that the Student Bar
Association
organize
a
consultative
committee
consisting of students
and
designed to permit participation
by students in the search effort.
Although the Faculty Code
prohibited
participation
as
voting members by persons
other than tenured faculty
members,
a
10-member
Student Dean Search Committee
was formed and immediately
undertook a survey of the
student body in order to
ascertain student opinion and
report the results to the faculty
meeting at the Airlie House
Conference last February.
In
March Prof.
Jerome
Student
Dean
Search
Barron, Chairman of the Faculty Committee. Virtually everyone
Dean
Search
Committee, was favorably impressed not.
released a list of 55 potential
only with Dean Dickinson's
candidates for the positions to impressive set of credentials but
be made available upon the also by his insight into the
retirement of Dean Kramer and problems of GW and his ideas
Associate Dean Kirkpatrick in for
contributing
to
the
June, 1979. The candidates then development of the law school.
under possible consideration
At the close of the semester
included some noted academians last spring both the faculty and
such as Robert Bork, Ernest the
stud en t
committees
Gellhorn,
Frederick
Hart, adjourned for the summer and
Michael Kelly, Nicholas Kittrte did not reconvene for further
and Eugene Scoles, as well as a substantive deliberations until
few famous practitioners and last
week.
The
faculty
government officials, including committee has now renewed its
William Coleman, Patricia Harris, effort
to find a suitable
and James Lynn. The faculty individual to serve as dean. The
committee made it clear that not
members are continuing to make
all of the people who had been personal contacts with selected
recommended, for the position nominees in order to identify
of dean had expressed an realistic candidates for the
interest in the job, but it was deanship.
,
clear to most observers that the
The student committee has
search
effort
was
truly also been reactivated and is
presently in the process of
underway.
Perhaps contributing to the drafting
a
method
of
confusion created by the initial systematically
evaluating
nominations,
the
student
interviewees and of preparing a
committee soon added about
report on the law school to
to
prospective
two dozen additional names to provide
the faculty list, including three candidates.
Although
few
of
the
current members of the GW
nominations
have
faculty
as
well as such optimistic

been stricken from the applicant
lists, it is becoming clear that the
task of attracting a top quality
dean may be a very difficult one.
Probably the greatest drawback
of the position which may act as
a deterrent to some candidates
who are otherwise qualified for
the position, is the income
differential
between
legal
educators
and
successful
practitioners.
Although not insubstantial,
the wages of many University
personnel are not on par with
the salaries offered by prime
employees by private law firms
and corporations. Moreover, it is
becoming evident to both the
Faculty and the Student Dean
Search Committees that only
through a combined effort at
improving the law school will
GW be able to hire a first rate
administrator
to
fill Dean
Kramer's vacancy nine months
from now. Meanwhile, Dean
Dickinson remains the front
runner in the race, although
many other candidates are yet to
be
interviewed
before
the
faculty
can
make
its
recommendations to President
Elliott.
:..

According to the Committee of
the Judicial Conference, another
major
incentive
for
the
institution of a student program
which encompasses the entire
panoply of federal practice is to
enhance the level of advocacy. It
has been determined, through an
extensive
research
program
conducted
by the
Federal
Judicial Center, that there now
exists a serious problem in the
quality of advocacy exhibited in
appearances before the federal
'courts.
The
Committee, ..
therefore, is hopeful that by
providing strong federal clinical
training to law students, the

competency of the federal trial
bar
will
consequently
be
elevated.
Chief Judge Skelly Wright
stated in a recent interview (see
Focus, pg. 6) that actual in-court
exposure
is invaluable and
cannot be duplicated otherwise.
In his estimation, such student
participation could only help to
eliminate the "mystique of the
courtroom,"
an unfortunate
misconception
which persists
with people unfamiliar with
courtroom
interaction.
He
concluded by saying, "Besides,
it's an exhilirating thing to try
cases."

:District COurt

Overshadowed by the new East Building of the National Gallery of Art, the Federal District Court on Constitution Avenue
between John Marshall Place and Third Street, N.W., is not one
of the most popular tourist attractions for the typical visitor of
the nation's capital. But for a student of law in Washington,
D.C. it is probably the best show in town. Those with a due
reverence for judicial history may witness the courtrooms in'
which decisions have been rendered that have altered the shape of
America. More exciting than the past are the actions which come
before the Court every day: federal criminal indictments, civil
litigation involving high damages, and most frequently, administrative litigation. Wander over sometime and check it out. Here's
a list of the prime attractions.
NUMERIC COURTROOM LOCATOR INDEX
NO.
CTRM
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
10·
11

12
14
15
16
18
19
21
22

PRESIDING JUDGE
Judge Waddy
Judge Sirica··
Judge-1ones
Judge Robinson
Judge Flannery
Judge Gesell
Judge Green
Judge Curran
Judge Corcoran
Judge Richey
Judge Pratt
Judge Hart
Judge Smith
Chief Judge Bryant
Judge Youngdahl
Judge Parker
Judge Gasch
Judge
Bankruptcy
Whelan

FLOOR
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
4th
4th
4th
4th
4th
6th
6th
6th
6th
4th
1st

TELEPHONE
426-7058
426-7075
426-7076
426-7096
426-7098
426-7099
426-2698
426-7045
426-7060
426-7691
426-7065
426-7069
426-7194
426-7195
426-7198
426-7692
426-7066
426-7061

GWL aw A SSOc..·ation

by Cliff D0l;lgherty
The George Washington Law
Association is the alumni 'organization of the attendees and graduates of the National Law Center.
It is presently made up of approximately 13,000 members.
There are two categories of
membership, active and inactive.
Active members are those who are
current contributors to one of the
giving programs of the National
Law Center or the University.
Each graduate of .the National
Law Center is given a complimentary active membership in the Association for the year following
his graduation. There are no dues
as such, but to continue active
membership beyond the first year
after graduation, .participation in
one of the giving programs in any
amount is required.
All members of the Association, active and inactive, receive
all of the mailings from the University and the Law Association.
Only active members in the Association can hold office or vote in
elections.
The Law Association is a pro-

.........,
"
fessional organization with the is managed, directed and lead by
primary objective of serving the four elected officers of the Assobest interests and promoting the ciation and the Immediate Past
professional development of its President, serving ex officio as a
of the Executive
members. It periodically publish- member
es a directory and keeps up to date Committee. The current officers
information on all of its mem- of the Association are: President,
bers. It promotes placement of SheldonS. Cohen, J.D. '52; Vice
graduates of the National Law President, Betty Ann Thompson,
Center and conducts professional LL.B.'48; Secretary, Fred H.
meetings for the advancement of Daly, J .D.'66; Treasurer, Marits members in all parts of the shall C. Gardner, 1,D.'55' Immediate Past President ex officio,
country.
The Association publishes a Richard A. Ward, J.D. '65.
newsletter to provide information
about activities at the Law Center
The WRO had its first meeting
and the University and activities
of its members. The Association on Friday, September 8, 1978.
has an active awards program to Approximately
twenty-five
give recognition to outstanding
people attended. Among other
professional achievement. Of par- issues, it was decided that the
ticular interest to students, the organization would get involved
Association sponsors the first with fighting the anti-abortion
year law student orientation
movement
and encouraging
breakfast and a reception each ratification of the ERA.
rear honoring the graduating senA business pot luck dinner was
iors.
scheduled for September 17,
The Association affairs are Sunday night. All persons ingoverned by a Board of Directors
terested in attending the dinner
elected from the active member- should keep their eyes posted for
ship representing all parts of the signs placed around the law
country. The Board of Directors 'school. Everyone is invited.

Women'sl Rights
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In Between the Sheets

by Jim Heller
Associate Law Librarian
Q. Mr. Heller...
A. Call me Jim.
Q. O.K., Jim, what's this "In
Between the Sheets", stuff all
about? I know I've heard that
phrase before, but it was from a
Stones song, and I don't recall it

having had anything to do with
law libraries.
A. What a sheltered life you've
led. "In Between the Sheets" is
the title of a legal research column
written for the Advocate. In this
column I answer, in print, some
ofthe questions I've been asked at
the third floor desk. All answers

can be found in between the
sheets of paper of a variety of
legal research books.
Q. The Stones sure were low in
stealing that line from you. Well,
now that I know what this phrase
really means I do have a question.
What the hell is going on around
here?

A. I'm glad you asked that the first floor/mezzanine area
question. Many answers may be (but not statutes). The third level
found by consulting the "Guide has unclassified treatises, and
to the Law Library." This 16 state reports (most of which are
page booklet gives an overview of not current). There is a caged in
the collection, facilities, and regu- area on this level which has old
lations of the law library. It's con- CFR's, theses, and other matercededly not the most exciting ials. To get into the cage, you
reading, but many, including must check out the key at the
Keith Richard, have found it to be Third Floor Desk.
of value.
Q. Jim, you sure are dull. Getting'
Q. You may Keith Richard has to a more fascinating subject,
used this library?
what can you tell me about
A. Well, you've heard about his LEXIS.
drug bust. in Canada. Not only A. You cut me to the quick. To '
does the library have a con- answer your question, LEXIS is
siderable American law' col- an on-line, computerized legal
lection, but it's fairly strong in its research system. There is a data
British and Canadian materials.
base located in Dayton, Ohio
Q. Where are these materials?
where reports, statutes, etc. are
A. Well, if you consulted Ap- stored in a central memory bank.
pendix B of the "Guide" (the A properly formulated request
location table)" you would dis- can get an answer to a legal
cover that the books are located research problem in a very short
on the lowest level of the base- time.
ment stacks.
Q. Well, how does one learn how
Q. Speaking of stack levels, I've to operate LEXIS, and formulate
discovered that this is a fairly a good request?
bizarre building. I mean, it's tall A.Rumors have it that GW law
and narrow, unlike most libraries students must attend two oneI've ever used.
hour training sessions before they
A. This is true. Unfortunately, can reserve time on the terminal
the law library was sort of, (which is located in cubicle 1 on
crammed in between two pre_the Third Floor). There is a onePhoto by Dana
existing buildings. Consequently, hour lecture on search logic
there are five floors and a mezza- (taught by a frustrated musician
Library
Expansion----------(Continued
from page one)
nine above ground, and three who disguises himself as a law
st ack IeveIs b eIow groun.d Th e librarian) and a one-hour session
fessional assistants into two full- more reference/reserve
first floor/mezzanine area houses at the terminal itself (taught by a
book funds during the year; the library
time professional librarian posilaw student experienced in the use
shelf and file space. This was also received many hundreds of
legal
encyclopedias statutes, and of LEXIS). Once a student has
tions for service during evenings done without reducing student
useful volumes as gifts from Law the National Reporter and Amer- attended both sessions, they may
and week-ends, with added
seating capacity on that floor. Center faculty, alumni, and- ican Digest Systems. The patent have their ID card stamped with a
special responsibilities in the area
Other plans are in process of de- friends during the year. Jacob! collection is in a special alcove, as LEXIS/GWU
stamp,
which
of Federal 'documents and in velopment as the fiscal year Burns, Esq., already a generous'
are the form and practice books. entitles them to reserve terminal
microforms and audio-visual col- passes to 1978-79. One of the benefactor to the Law Center and
The second floor has tax and time. More detailed instructions
lections and services. Some of
graduate study cubicles (already library, added substantially to the labor materials and looseleaf on LEXIS use are available at the
these have been done as of June
in use by the library for pro- principal of the Endowment
services.
Third Floor Desk.
30,1978; others await recruitment
cessing) was adapted for the Income Book Fund during the
The third floor has micro- Q. You mean all GWU Law
of personnel and delivery of LEXIS terminal, and at least one year. The library's professional
forms, reserve and- reference Students may usethe terminal?
equipment already contracted for other may be needed for cata- staff continued stable, and its books, and current periodicals, A. I'm glad you asked that
(e.g., the OCLC terminal). The loging staff use. At least four lack of turnover constitutes an The card catalog is also situated question. First semester, first year
OCLC terminal is made available users are now assigned to each unchallenged
record
among
there, as is the technical services students cannot use LEXIS. Howthrough the CAP CON network of study cubicle, and this arrange- American law school libraries of department and the circulation ever, they will be encouraged to
the Consortium of Universities of ment has to some extent alleviated its size. With the exception of the reserve desk (more commonly learn how to use the computer
the Washington, D.C., Area, of the problem of long waiting lists addition of Mr. Heller last fall, known as the Third Floor Desk).
next January. LEXIS has been
which the University is a member.
there has been no change in the
for cubicle assignment.
The fourth floor houses federal found to be able to answer a vari-.
Lack of suffient, and sufTotal holdings of the Law Li- makeup of the, full-time profes- materials (Statutes at large, U.S. ety of research needs; it has even
ficiently functional, space for li- brary consisted of 166,249 books sional staff since the summer of Code, Congressional' hearings, been of assistance in answering
brary staff work and the pro- at year's end,a total of 8,189 1970. No other law library in the reports, etc., and decisions of take-home exam questions. It can
cessing of material, (and for ac- items having been added to the nation of equivalent staff size has administrative agencies). Other be an invaluable aid to someone
commodation of the four new collections in print form during gone for such a lengthy period copies of many of the materials doing law review articles, moot
persons joining the staff during the fiscal year. The 23,514 pieces without a single change of profes- on the fourth floor may be found court briefs, term papers, etc.
1978) becomes a more acute and reels of microtextadded re- sional personnel. We are unique elsewhere in the library, as well.
When used properly, it can save
problem with each passing year. presented an additional 9;294 in this respect; perhaps we should
The lowest level of the the researcher a great deal of
To some extent this problem was volumes, bringing the Law Li- approachthe Guinness Book of basement stacks has the classified time.
helped on the Third Floor in the brary's aggregate volume holding World Records for a brief entry. treatises (those with Library of Q. Why can't entering students
late summer of 1977, when a care- to 213,471 as of June 3D, 1978. As the University's Historian, Dr. Congress classification numbers) use LEXIS?
corresponding
Elmer L. Kayser, has pointed out, and British
fully-drawn plan made by Mr. (The library's
Commonwealth
A. For the most part, LEXIS is a
count as of June 3D, 1977, had George Washington University's material. The second level has companion tool to the standard
Bidwell, head of Management
and Planning, was given form in been 195,988). Statistical tables true endowment is its faculty; just bound periodicals and duplicates legal research sources - digests,
(continued to page 11)
an expansion and rearrangement are given as an appendix to this as the Law Library's true endow- of most of the material shelved in
ment is its stable and dedicated
of space for the Reader Services report.
Approximately $9,200.00 was staff. In this we may take just
librarian, Reference assistant,
and Periodicals assistant, with spent from gift and endowment pride.

Cafe Hollywood & Vine

NEW AND USED LAW BOOKS

.

COMPARE OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU BUY LAW BOOKS ELSEWHERE
Washington'S largest selection of legal supplies and study aids

READY CASH FOR OLD CASEBOOKS
LERNER LAW BOOK CO. FIRST AND E STREETS, N.W. WASH., D.C. 20001

$1.89
Served with French sauce/ onions
Hot Peppers

Many other subs avallable-cserved on the best French
Breadin Town.

Coif and Casenotes, Gilbert's, Legannes, Nutshells, Hornbooks, Ziontz, etc.

.

Flaming Charcoal Broil N.Y.
Strip Steak on
French Bread

20061 SI. N.W. 296-3473
;

Hours: 11 am to 1 am
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FOCU~ON . . . J.Skelly Wrig
i
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I C our t s 0 f
.
k Ind 0 f b ac k groun.d 0 f t na I exPenence In " court as well as other federa
diffi It
a .fed.eral cou~t equipped me t? .become a
Appeal. These cases are very I ICU
tnal.Judge. I Just changed posittons from
cases as in the sense that many of them
I
'are on the frontiers of the law and on the
~ookmg.up to I00 k 109 d own.
.,
,
Q. During your term on the D.C. CICCUlt,: frontiers i of science, such as the en' h ve
vironmental cases. Even the government
you an d some 0 f your co IIeagues .a.
h
ack~owledged t~at ~here are a~mlmsagency responsible for implementing t . e
tratl~e prob~ems in this court. Specifically
Environmental Protection Act IS, m
m:ntloned In the past have been such
effect, 'feeling' its way in these scientific
things as ~he ~acklog of cas~s and the
areas. And we have to review what they
length of time It takes for the Issuance of
do. This makes it doubly difficult for us
a written opinion. Can you identify the
causes of these problems?
A. The cause of these problems is the
kind of work this particular United States
Court of Appeals does. As you know, we
are one of eleven U.S. Courts of Appeal.
But our jurisdiction focuses in the
nation's capital, and the extension of the
orders and activity of, the government
because we are laymen to their activity. In
radiates throughout the country and to
other words, their activity is not part of
some extent throughout the world. So we
our discipline and therefore we must, to
are, more than any other Court of Apthe best of our ability, study the records,
peals, interested in federal cases. IFor
learn what we can about the particular
, example, less than 10% of the cases tried
area of concern that gave rise to the order
in our court are criminal cases. And
under review! and then make a judgment,
criminal cases generally speaking are
first as to whether or not the agency had
cases which take less time. Less than 11%
jurisdiction, then whether or not they
of the cases tried in our court are private
compared with the procedures under the
civil cases. That means private litigants
act, and finally, whether or not there is a
on both sides. Those cases also, generally
rational basis in the record for what they
speaking, evoke much less time than our
did. These records cap be extremely large.
regular cases. But these are the kindsof
In fact so large that they are seldom even
cases that the other circuit courts
brought to court. The records basically
throughout the country have, together,
stay in the agencies and what is brought
with, of course, administrative cases. Our
to court 'are only those parcels of the
work here is 800/0 administrative law
record that are relevant to the issues
cases. We review the orders, decisions,
which are to be reviewed on appeal. These
opinions, whatever, of all the government
are cases that do take time. They involve
agencies '-- the so-called alphabetical
a lot of long opinions and consequently
agencies, such as the EPA, CAB, ICC,
FPC, F:EC. All of these kinds of agencies . they require the judge to do in these cases
much more in the way of assignment of
come to our court' through applications
time than he would do in the normal case.
for review of their judgments and orders.
Although statistically the filing figures
Now I'm not suggesting that this is the
for this court' are .not impressive for a
only court that they can come to. Many
judge, when the nature of our work is
of the statutes relating to appeal from
considered, they become very impressive.
particular agencies provide, in fact most
Consequently we have a backlog. We
do, that they can come to this court-as
have only nine judges. We have no senior
well as another federal circuit court of
judges that are helping us, with the exappeals where the parties are, where the
ception of Judge Fahy who no longer sits,
action happened, or where there's some
but he does try to help sometimes. So we
contact with the activity to be reviewed.
have asked the Judicial Conference, and
But we get more of these cases than any;
the Judicial Conference of the United
of the other circuits. As I said, 80% of
States has asked the Congress, to provide
our cases are administrative law cases.
more judges. And there are two new
Now, there is another kind of adjudges to be provided. They are included
.ninistrative law case that we do get which
in the so-called 'Omnibus Judiciary Bill'
is really not distinguishable as far as work
which is now held up in conference beload is concerned. These come from the
tween the House and the Senate, Condirect review of agencies' orders. These
administrative law' cases come through
ference Committee.
the District Court and they involve orQ. Are you saying that two more judges
ders, activities, of the various government
win be appointed to the D.C. Circuit?
departments which are headed by cabinet ,A. Yes. There's no -question that the bill
officials -- in other words, administrative
will be passed. There's just a question of
law under the APA (Administrative
when they're going to resolve this little
Procedures Act). Reviews of actions of
problem that they've had for some years.
executive offices may be heard in the
But there's no question that it will be
District Court and there is a review in this
passed. There's no question that we have

except hopefully to keep the judges
together and work on getting the cases
out. We already have made a significant
movement forward. We have obtained
assistance of practically every district
judge. Every one of our panels, panels of
'
three, which will sit in this first term of
the court, that is, from September to
February, everyone of them will have a
district judge working With the panel so
that the district judge will take the place
,

"Some judges are on the cutting edge of the law
and! some are satisfied with the status quo."

by Barbara Beck & Dana Dembrow
J. Skelly Wright is the new Chief Judge
of the Court of Appeals of the United
States District Court for the District of '
Columbia. Judge Wright was appointed
to the D. C. Circuit bench by President
Kennedy in 1962 and in the spring of this
year he was named its Chief Judge. In this
position he is the highest ranking judicial
officer in the District of Columbia below
the Supreme Court level.
,
Judge Wright is reknowned as one of
the principal pioneers of the D. C. Circuit'." {lc!iyism in the areas of civil rights,
environmental
awareness,
tenant
protection, and individual liberty.
Born, bred and educated in New
Orleans, Wright served as Assistant U.S.
Attorney,
U.S. Attorney,
and U.S.
District Court Judge for the Eastern,
D[strit;J" of Louisiana. His political'
disposition was considered radical when
he was in the Fifth Circuit and it has been '
said that he was "kicked out. of the
South" for his liberalism and judicial
bravery. His decisions evidence a wellreasoned, rational, and progressive
approach toa variety of contemporary
judicial challenges with far-reaching
social-implications. Recognized for his
outspoken compassion for the struggle of
the disadvantaged, underprivileged and
underrepresented, he is responsible for
several noteworthy decisions in which he
has imposed new conceptions of legal
responsibility in the interest of implementing justice.
Q. You served for a number of years as a

federal trial judge in Louisiana. Was this
good preparation for service as an appellate judge?
A. Yes. I was appointed to the trial
bench by Pres. Truman in 1949 and I
served there until 1962 when I came up
here. Obviously it was excellent training
to be an appellate judge because one of
the functions of the appellate court is to
review the records and judgments made in
the trial court in United States District
Court. So having that exposure was very
helpful in the sense that it was like more
iniate training to do a job that was a little
different but of the same genre, a step
higher up the ladder, if you will, than a
trial judge. I also was United States attcrney in New Orleans and in that
capacity I represented the United States in
criminal cases as well as in civil cases.
That provided me with significant trial
experience as well as some administrative
experience since I was in charge of an
office of maybe 8 lawyers. Having this

.i

"Every judge in this Court thinks for himself;
and in the, scheme ~f things that's exactly
the way it's supposed to be."
,,'

court of the District Court's actions. And
then of course there is an application for
a writ to the Supreme Court after that.
The 2 types of cases, however, are indistinguishable, as I said; they both involve administrative law. They both
basically involve delegations of legislative
authorities to some extent, to a lesser
extent as far as the cabinet officers of the
departments of government are concerned -- but even they implement legislation passed by the Congress. To this
extent they are, subject to review by our

a backlog. There's no question that our
opinions which meet these administrative
law cases ~ometimes seem to be too long,
and sometimes they are too long. But we
feel that on analysis it will' be clear that
the work of this court cannot be judged
statistically as the work of equivalent
courts generally are judged, for the
reasons I've ~iven.
Q. Do you hope to implement any
changes in the administration of this
court during your term as Chief Judge?
A. I don't have any grandiose plans

-of one" or more nearly two, federal
judges, regular members of the Court of
Appeals. So while we do have only nine,
if we can continue to get this kind of
assistance and support from the District
Court, we will effectively have two and if
we have two additional then we'll have
13. But this depends to some extent on
whether the District Court's load will
change at all. The District Court's load
has decreased since the transfer of local
jurisdiction in 1970 to the local court. But
the District Court has been getting some
of these administrative law cases too and
they have felt the need to pay more time
to these kinds of cases rather than the
ordinary street crime cases that they had
been handling in the past. So we're not
sure how long the District Court judges
will be able to help us and we must face
up to the fact that it's really not their job
to help us on a regular basis. So we'll just
continue to accept their help gratefully as
long as they're willing. It must be clear,
however, that having help from outside,
whether it be from the District Court, or
judges from other Courts of Appeal,
which we sometimes have and will have
this year, it's not like having your own
judges appointed, because the burden of
writing the cases, to a large extent, falls
on your own judges. That's where a large
part of the work is -- the articulation of
the reasons for decisions.
'
Q. Judge Wright, what weight ,do you
think your views as Chief Judge will have
on the court?
A. As Chief Judge substantively I will
have the weight of one judge. Every judge
in this .court thinks for himself; and in the
scheme of things, that's exactly the way
it's supposed
to be. While administratively I will be responsible for
seeing that things run smoothly to some
extent, as far as determining the outcome
of cases, I will have the influence of one
judge.
'
Q. There is much discussion about the
process .of selection to the federal
judiciary. How would you characterize
the present selection procedure?
A. I think over the years the selection
process has been improving. Lthink now
it's probably better than it ever has been.
To say that it's perfect would be to
overstate.the case, but the fact is that at
least at the Court of Appeals level, there
is an informal agreement between the
President and the Congress that there
shall be a committee appointed and that
the committee
will make recommendations of, I think five, to fill a
vacancy and generally speaking, the
President will take one of the five. This is
an informal arrangement, and of course
the President isn't committed to doing
this, but I think as a matter of practice
this President and presidents to follow
him will more or less comply with the
scheme, unless he has a good explanation
for making a selection of someone other
than those who have been recommended.
The Constitution
provides that' the
President shall nominate the federal
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~Chief Judge, D.C. Circuit

I
I•t

I

judge and th~.Senate 'hall confirm, So
the respon.slblhty cannot b,e passed on to
any committee. But br having
ou these kinds
of, w~lI, safeguards, If
can call them
that, It does p~ovlde a ~lnd of a screening
process by which more l!1formation about
the persons unde~ .conslderati.on is ~ade
available. In addition, there IS the mput
from the selection process of the
judgment of the members of the committee who presumably represent various
important strands of th~ politi.callife and
social life .of the area III which the appointment ISto be made.
Q. Do you think that the custom of
senatorial courtesy plays a proper role in
the process?
.
"
A. Well, the fact IS that historically,
when the senator from the state in which
the judge is to be appointed is of the same
political party as the President, effectively, that senator may select the
judge. He announces that he has sent the"
name of 'X' to the President, or to the
Attorney General, who does some
screening before it reaches the President.
It's that formalized. And more likely than
not, much much much more likely than
not, that person, unless something is
turned up on him that will disqualify him,
willbe the next judge.
That is how it works. If the other
senator from the state is of another party,
the senator's nominee, we'll call him that,
makes a courtesy call on that senator just
to 'touch base.' The other senator already
has touched base. And the other senator
more than likely will then 'come out and
. that my colleague h as rna d e a
saypublicly
.
Th'
h 'I b'
t
fine choice.
at s t e c u
aspec .
Anothe: part o~ the club aspect ?f the
SenateIn choosing federal Judges IS that
whenneither senator is of the same party,
as the President, neither senator presumes
to name the judge. This is an a,ppointment that's made by the opposite
party, and according to the inform~1 rul:s
the senators abide by the President s
cho'lce Now I'm not suggesting that the
. Gene
Attorney
ral before he sends the
b
name to the President doesn't touch ase
wl'th these senators. He gets their informal approval But they know they
.
h'
d r the
have no right to name 1m un e
informal rules, and they respect· them.
And I don't think that:s all ~ad. Fhede~al
jud~es have no constItuencIes.
ey re
not elected by anyon~. They re ~ot
y
responsible ~o any constItuency. Thhe r~
not responsIble to anybody bU,t t emfO
selves and their oath. The only m~ut h ,
the democratic proces~ that w~ find 10 t e
selection of federal Judges IS that t~e
President and the party he represents,
t d-t
' 't federal judges who think
en 0 appom
,.
Ie
more or less like they thmk. ~or e~~: i~
When President Nixon ran lor.o IC 't
1968 he promised that he was gomg to P,u
'strict constructionists,' whatever that IS,
on the Supreme Court. And, as even~.

r

!

would have it, within three years a.fter.hIS
becoming President, he named 4 Justices
to the Supreme Court. Having those
justices named and confirmed by.the
Senate he I assume, to his own mmd,
was m~kin'g good on his promise that he
would appoint people that would vo~e
against the Warren Co~rt. This wasdt ~

it', good. I don't have to agree with all of
Mr. Nixon's appointees, but I think it's
good that we do have this kind of
response to what the incoming President
feels is a need expressed by the people,
particularly when he's made a campaign
platform of it, which of course he has the
right to do. So I don't think it's all bad.
';ome judges live too long. I've been a
judge for 29 years, and every year they
tend to, well, they tend in some instances
.not to relate to the image that they'
created at the time they were appointed.
But I think that could be attributed more
often than not to the fact that the image
wasn't right in the first place. It was the
image of an advocate who just happened
to be a lawyer and a practicing lawyer. It
might have been the image that came to
the lawyer from the fact that he
represented certain kinds of interests. So
that when he became independent later,
his orizons were broader -- he could see
more clearly. And maybe he's better
because of it. I'm sure he's better because
of it. I'm not suggesting that one's past is
not very influential in connection with
one's work on the bench, because we're
all prisoners of our past to some extent.

~~~t,;~;.:;':

A. First of all, I don't Wok that there
will be any great amount of speaking on
'legal issues. It's my view that judges
should speak in their opinions and not on
the platform. That is subject to some
exceptions. For example, sometimes
,judges, as I, have had articles published
'in law reviews, But for the most part
judges have to be careful of what they say
outside of their opinions because' people
will study what they say outside their
opinions to see whether or not their
opinions can be challenged because of
these outside statements. If a judge is
limited to having what he says sanitized to
this extent he doesn't have as much interest in speaking, In other words if you
can't speak your mind, if you have to be
very careful about what you say and
wonder about whether or not a case is
going to come up in the future that might
have some relationship to the area of
discussion again, it discourages you.
Q. I would like to focus for a minute on
your well known' decision in the Hobson
case. As I understand it, the 'Wright
decree' in that case mandated equal per
pupil spending in the D.C. public schools
at the elementary school level.

,':i'

The influences of our past have taught us,,
But whatever predilections he might have
b
had when he took the bench. h~ve een
tested by time, by the pnnclples of
d
justice, and by the adversary pro~ess, an
these predilections, where, they ve been
found Wanting, hopefully WIllchange.
K
d
Q It is well known that Pres. enne y
o;iginally intended to appoint you t? .the
5th Circuit but because of political
considerations you were appointe~ to the
D C Circuit. Could you hypotheSIze how
y~u; role in D.C. has be.en dif~ere~t?than
it would have been on the 5th ClrcUl~..
A, Well, during the time I w~s ~ dlstn~t
J'udge in the 5th Circuit, a tn~l Judge. In
the 5th Circuit, I did the th I~gs whIch
made me unacceptable to go on In the ~th
Circuit. I think I got a lot done. th~nk
that I'f I were elevated in the 5th C.IrcUl,tI

!

n;

would have, in the areas whIch I
talking about, the civil rights area,
would, have continued along t~e same
vein without any questio'!. As I~ turned
out the 5th Circuit was gIfted wl~h s?me

im~ortant civil libertarians at thIS time,
and they didn't need me. There was Judge
Elbert Tuttle; there was Judge Joh~
Wisdom; there was Judge John, Brown,
and there was Judge Richard ~Ives. He
lIy went through the worst of It. But he
~:yed on and became Chief J~dge of the
Court And there were other Judges who
campaign promise articulated. An
t
made' their contribution on, th~ 5~h
don't think that anyone would SUgg~
Circuit. So I think the .5th Ct~cUlt dId
that the 4 justices that he has put on ~h~
alright without me. ComlDg .up e.re gave
Court have not made a difference on Id
me an opportunity to work 10 a dIfferent
court. And I don't think anyo~e 1:':hO
area and weigh differe,nt types of cases. It
necessarily suggest that ~hdepetafleast to
've me an opportumty to let myself be
elected Mr Nixon as Presl en,
re~~allenged
by these new kinds of cases
. at Ieas t sorne
of them,
.,'
some extent,
d th
kindsweof
.an d see whether or not I'. could carry thed
gratified that he rna. e T~at is the
'same kind of thought, expenence an
selections that he dl~. in the federal
sense to these regions thaH had ~efo,re.
democratic system. wo.rk~ngtrue as often
Q As chief judge of the D.C. CIrCUItyou
S
htle It IS,
will have many opportunities to speak on
judiciary.
0, w
h federal judiciary is
current legal issues. Can you tell us w.hat
been charged, t~at t e ization, there is
an undemocr~tlc. organ d I'll use the
'issues you consider to be of great Imthis democratic mput, a'! . and I think'
J?ortance?
word again, into the selection,

it', going to he very difficult to make ~y
social change in a judgment. But we did
that in the first Hobson case. At least we
cut out .the obvious discrimination of the
'track system.
As far as the equalization decision, I
think the equalization was very he!p,ful
because it had the effect of providing
additional teachers for the poor schools,
The older teachers with seniority were
teaching in the white schools west of the
park and those were the schools with a
decreasing school population. They had
smaller classes, The effect of that was to
have a high'per pupil expenditure in those
white schools. So, under equalization, the
poor schools, black schools, had to ~
supplied additional teachers. First of all It
cut' down the size of the school and
allowed for additional and special kinds
of teachers r-- special reading teachers that
I think helped them a lot. And it brought
a lot of S-oung white people into the
schools as te achers.
,Q. It has"been said that your continuing
interest is to use the law to help the poor.
Do you feel that it is appropriate for the
judiciary to take the initiative in shaping
social policy?
,
,
A.Where there's a choice, I think that
the answer is that the courts, should do
what they can to render justi~e w.ithin the
law. And in my concept of justice there
are all kinds ofcon~erns
,and considerations. There is SOCIalpolicy among
othe~ things. As long, as It can come
within the law t~en I thm~ that we ought
t9 do it., We ca~ t go outstIde the law. But
the law
e.
I' Isn't set, 10
, concre
n i Edwards
v Habib
Q. n your oprmo 10
.,
the court was used to expand the legislative mandate to protect the righ~ of
tenants. And again in the case of SIerra
,'Club v. Morlan, you enlarged the scope
of NEPA. Should the courts play such an
activist role in expanding statutes in the
.interest of public policy?
..
A. You mentioned ~ose two declSlo~.
They're mine, And If your ~h~ractenzation of them is correct, then It IStfl:te: I
h
I
actIVIst
think the court oug t. to p ay an
ht
kl I th k the court oug
role. But fran y
I.n .
I
Th
to try to do good wltfhlD the
, 'tsaw. n toe
,
taro
IC0 I ow
court can t go ou on,
of
l f ti'
d goo But where there s an op on
0,
'ood or bad within the law, I'm
do~ng g
'he
ood I'm going to
gOI~7t~j;s°ti:.t~~d Igmight even strain a
r-0 Ie bit to et there too.
,~t I vie:' of the Supreme Court's
're~er~al of your decision in Sierra C:lu~v.
Morlton and the congressional rejection
of a n~tional planning program for
energy development, should the. c~)l~rt
continue no~etheless to play an actIVIst
I ?
'
"
ro e.
C
t h spoken
Q. Where th~ Supreme our as
.so precisely in a, particular area relevant
to the particular set of facts, the judge

A. That's right, as far as teachers'
.salaries is concerned. In other words, we
made no effort to include in the equalizatl'on the cost of supporting and running
the buildings. This was a problem that
"bl
was beyond us That was just ImpOSSl e.
But we ,could add and subtract teachers'
salaries.
h ff
t th ti e of that
Q~ What was tee
ect a
em.
opinion on the D.C. desegregatIon effort?
.'
,
d'"
'A. The equalizatIon declslon~"
on t
think that that particul~r ~ecl~l?n ~a:
any great effect. The major eClslo.n a
'come out 3 or 4 years before and It was
that decision that had the big effect. That
'decision eliminated the track syste~. It
was that decision that eliminated ?~tlOnal
Jzoning where the school authontles cut
off areas in the school zone because they
had a white population and they wanted a
group from that area out of that,
b
th'
neighborhood school zone ecau~e ey
~w~e~r;e~b~l;ac~k~.~T~h;er;e~w!e~re~o~t~he;r~th~l;n!g;s~as~"_~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!

"The courts should' do what they' ,can to render

d

J·usticewithin the law. We can't go outsi e
"
'the law. But the law isn't set in concrete.
well. But what we did was clean up the
lines of the neighborhood schools. We
"cleaned, sanitized, if you will, the zon.es.
And the track system was the other thmg
that we did. I think this was very
necessary in applying the law, and I think
it was helpful. Nothing is going to really
improve the school system until a way can
be found to have the schools represent the
people in the community and represent
them in each school in each class. As long
as the whites can flee across the line and
thereby avoid going to school with blacks

'under his oath must follow the ,law as
given by the Supreme Court. There isn't
any question about that. As a matter of
fact I doubt seriously that there'll be
many other cases that will come up
through the courts that are in the t~~ of
a particular Supreme Court oplnton.
BeCause after all, lawyers can read and
for the most part at least, judges can read
too. And they are not going to waste their
time courting a defeated cause. What they
will try to do is get around it in some way.
(continued on page twelve)
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Maritime Museum
of the finest ship model collections in the world. The collection is used to illustrate the
evolution of American sailing
ship design from the pre-Revolutionary period to the decline of
the great clipper ships and the rise
of steam power. This section also
contains many lithographs and
artifacts of the bloody days of
American whaling, including one
of the whaleboats from the
Charles W. Morgan.
The fifth section moves us from
the great ocean-going vessels of
the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries to America's developing'
system of inland waterways. The
highlight of this section is a fullsized pilot house from a presentday Mississippi River towboat. A
film simulates movement along
the river while a narrator explains
life on the river as it is today. An
, operating Fresnel lighthouse lens
casts its beam along the walls of
the room. Here also is a working
model of a modern lock and dam
system set up by the Army Corp
of Engineers.
Moving on to the sixth section,
"For Those In Peril:' we look at
some of the dangers and disasters
that the sea has produced and at efforts that 'have been made to

by Thecla Fabian
On Friday, August II, the
Smithsonian opened the newest of
their excellent special exhibit
halls, the Hall of American Maritime Enterprise in the History and
Technology Museum. It took four
years to plan and complete the
12,000 square-foot exhibit covering all apsects of commercial
shipping in America since the preRevolutionary War period. The
exhibit includes an excellent collection of ship models, period
rooms, audio-vidual devices, film
presentations and artifacts' illustrating the history of American
seafaring.
The exhibit hall is divided into
ten theme areas. One enters
through an introductory
hall
titled, "There Lies The Port."
Here can be seen the oldest item in
the exhibit, a 1733 map of the
British Empire in America. It was
the largest map of North America
printed
during
the colonial
period. This section also includes
a selection of lithographs and ship
models which set the theme for
the rest of-the exhibit.
The next section is "Main
Currents Of American Maritime
Enterprise." Here a large timeline provides an overview of
American maritime history from
the Revoluntionary War to the
present day. Its various lines
include such things as shipbuilding, disasters and maritime
safety and seamen and their
welfare.
The third section involves
"Ocean Commerce On The Eve
of Independence." Here one can
see a full-scale model of an eighteenth century tobacco warehouse
at Urbanna, Virginia. Nearby is a
13-foot, one-tenth scale, model of
the tobacco ship Brilliant, a threemaster built in Hampton Roads,
Virginia. At one point, the Brilliant had been sold to the British,
renamed the Druid and outfitted
for combat. She fought against
her American sister ships during
the Revolutionary War. She was
again sold, and spent 15 years as a
whaler off the coast of Greenland, under the name of Enterprise.
From colonial commerce, we
move on to the section on'
"America Under Sail." Here we
see a large part of the National
Watercraft Collection, started in
1884 by Captain' Joseph W.
Collins. It is considered to be one

photo by Kim Nielsen

Whaleship and Sidewheeler
./

sible, "The Seaman." Here we
find a full-sized tatoo parlor with
tatoo designs projected holographically onto the bare torso of
a mannequin. This section also
includes a major collection of
scrimshaw, the seaman's art of
engraving whale ivory. The forty
pieces assembled here depict
scenes of the whale hunts, ships in
full said, harbor scenes, portraits
and animal scenes.

Film Series: To complement the
opening of the Hall of American
Maritime Enterprise, the Smithsonian is presenting a free film
series on Sunday afternoons at
the Museum of History and
Technology. "Sea Adventures"
will feature full-length films that
will be shown at 2 and 4 p.m. in
the museum's Carmichael Auditorium. The films include:

Genesis Performs at Merriweather Post

o

by Jim Sweeney
passages reminiscent of the jazz
Britain's Genesis put on a show drummer of the 1940s and 1950s.
at Merriweather Post Pavilion on
The same .problern exists with
July 25 that showed clearly why~he
guitarists: Steve Hackett is
they're one of the top progressive sorely' missed. His tour replacegroups but also pointed out some "ment, Daryl Stuermer, formerly
of the flaws in their recent work.
with Jean-Luc Ponty, might as
First, the bad news. The biggest well not have shown up. With the
problem is missing personnel. exception of a guitar solo on
Phil Collins doesn't have the "Cinema Show," Stuermer was
same vocal range or magnetic absolutely listless. He didn't
personality as Peter Gabriel, their really play with the band; he
former lead singer. Collins has an played beside them.
energetic, but occasionally annoyIronically,
Steve Hackett's
ing, stage presence. Collins is also latest album, Please Don't Touch
one of the best drummers in the (Chrysalis) shows just how talbusiness, and he would be much ented he is. His first solo album,
better off behind a drum kit Voyage OJ The Acolyte, focused
instead of a microphone.
on the spacey, Moody BluesCollins' replacement on drums inspired material he did so well
for the tour, Chester Thompson, with Genesis. The new album has
is a fantastic drummer, but he a wider range:jazzy ballads, topisn't Phil Collins. Some of the fortyish rockers, spacey guitar
best moments of the night oc- passages, and guest singers such'
curred when Collins joined as Richie Havens and Steve Walsh'
Thompson behind a second set of of Kansas.
drums, as they did for "One For'
Genesis' latest album, And
The Vine" and "Dance" On A Then
There
Were
Three
Volcano." Collins mixed a soft, (Atlantic), has moments of brillstaccato beat with thunderous iance in the lyrics and composition, but most of the lyrics
are worthless and the performance a bit too mechanical'
Inspector Hound follows; this' and uninspired. The complicated
zany play-within-a-play will. be and lengthy songs they used to do
presented in the Marvin Center seem to be too much trouble now:
Theatre February 19-24. Closing most of, the eleven songs are
the season, also in The Marvin under five minutes in length.
'
Center Theatre, will be Leslie'
But Genesis at its worst
Jacobson's
adaptation
of moments is still several notices
Voltaire's Candide, the master- above most bands, and on stage
piece which exposes some of the they provide
an awesomely
worst aspects of human nature- . powerful performance. Despite
but with Gallic wit and lightness. the handicap of a poor sound
Candide will be seen April 2-7.
system that muddled the vocals
and occasinally lost the keyTicket prices are $5.00 for boards, they delighted an enthusigeneral admission and $2.50 for astic audience for nearly three
students and senior citizens. For hours.
The show was without the films
previews (the first date listed for
each production) prices are $4.00 and slides which Genesis has used
and $2.00. Group rates are avail- in the past to illustrate their
songs; in their place were a laser
able. For additional information
please call the University Theatre light and set of mirrors above the
stage which looked like part of
at 676-6178.

Theatre Announces 178 Season
The George Washington University Theatre announces its
1978-79 season, a well rounded
schedule that includes a Shakespearina comedy, a twentieth
century American drama, a
contemporary Britishcomedy and
an original adaptation of a classic
novel.
The season opens with The
Glass Menagerie, Tennessee Williams' "memory play" about the
frustrations and desires of the
Wingfield family, to be presented
October 9-14 in the Marvin
Center Theatre. William Shakespeare's Twelfth Night is next, a
tale of laughter and romance in
the exotic land of .lllyria which
will be seen in Lisner Auditorium
November 15-18. Tom Stoppard's hilarious comedy The Real

cope with those dangers. A continuously running film shows clips.
from Hollywood movies dealing
with disasters at sea such as Titonic and Poseidon Adventure.
The seventh section on "The
Merchant Marine Of The 20th
Century" concentrates primarily
on the U.S. shipbuilding effort
during the Second World War. It
also includes a collection of
models of. tankers and supertankers.
Moving on to "The Workday
World," we find the most impressive single exhibit in the entire
hall. The Smithsonian has installed the actual engine room
(which is kept in. partial 0peration) from the bony-tender,
S.S.Oak; The exhibit extends
.vertically for two floors, creating
the illustion of being aboard ship.
.We continue on from the ship
as workplace to the world of the
great luxury liners, "The Only
Way To Cross." Here we see the
stained glass skylight from the
nineteenth century liner Majestic.
Here are the luxurious appointments and mementoes of the days
of the great floating hotels.
The last section returns our
focus to the individuals who made
America's maritime efforts pas-

a shabby coat and hat; sang from
the set for "Star Wars."
At times the technology almost a bar stool at the edge of Tony
piano
recalling
the
overwhelmed the· music, as the Banks'
mirrors rotated and twisted above costumes which Peter Gabriel was,
the stage;
accompanied'
by famous for when he was with
colored lights and fog. The green Genesis. The song, which is fairly
laser light had its moments, espec- dull on the album, was improved
ially when it was dancing in gentle considerably by the live percurves across a mirror, or aimed formance and the costuming,
off the stage, creating a shifting especially when Collins stumbled
pattern of light and shadow on "drunkenly" around the stage at
the end of the song.
the pavilion roof.
Despite the flaws in various
The show opened with the slow,
throbbing keyboard opening to places, the show overall was tre"Eleventh Earl of Mar," leading mendous and the nine other songs
into the fast-paced martial beat of they performed were absolutely
the rest of the song. It was a flawless. You could fault them
perfect dramatic opening, and the for some of the songs they used or
excitement didn't die down, on didn't use, but with nine albums
stage or in the audience, for the there's a lot of choosing to be
rest of the night.
done.
Michael Rutherford was in top
What came across on stage that
form with his driving, popping
hasn't always come' across on
bass guitar but, like Stuermer, he recent albums is the emotional
seemed to be out of the center of
intensity of their music. At its
the action. He Jedeemed himself . best it takes on a Wagnerian
during the second half of the
dramatization.
Tony Banks'
show, starting with a fantastic
synthesizer
and
keyboards
guitar leadon "Burning Rope."
provide a richly textured atmosIt's to their credit that they
phere, balanced by Collins' sharp
took some songs that are not their
drums (which often switch from
best, especially from their latest
the bass line to the melody(, and
album, and worked them into an
accented by searing guitar passexcellent show. "Deep In The
ages.
Motherlode," which suffers from
Genesis is fond of abrupt
insipid lyrics and uninspired
changes in tempo and atmosmusic, was saved by the sheer
phere, even in the middle of a
volume of the sound and the
line. Much of the music and lyrics
band's skill. "One For The
is subtle and tricky, occasionally
Vine," one of the weakest songs
inaccessible. But the rich texture
on Wind [Wuthering, was given a
and sheer power of the music,
lively interpretation and a rousing
especially live, is what impresses
drum duet by Collins and Thompthe listener. On stage, the words
son.
of the hunder in "Squonk"
"The Lady Lies," from the
("here I am, I'm very fierce and
new album, was given an atmosfrightening, come to match my
phere of menace that it lacks on
skill to yours") take on a frightthe album, but the volume and
ening reality, presented with
muddy sound destroyed much of
Collins' maniacal voice, flashing
the subtlety of the song.
lights, and fog.
One of the most intriguing
Which is what makes Genesis
moments of the show was the
so good. The tales they spin, like
song "Say It's Alright Joe," a
fairy tales, have parallels in the
tale of a drunkard and how he got
real world, and the atmosphere
that way. Phil Collins, dressed in
they surround them with makes
them come alive.
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Maritime Museum
by Thecla Fabian
On Friday, August 11, the
Smithsonian opened the newest of
their excellent special exhibit
halls, the Hall of American Maritime Enterprise in the History and
Technology Museum. It took four
years to plan and complete the
12,000 square-foot exhibit covering all apsects of commercial
shipping in America since the preRevolutionary War period. The
exhibit includes an excellent collection of ship models, period
rooms, audio-vidual devices, film
presentations and artifacts' illustrating the history of American
seafaring.
The exhibit hall is divided into
ten theme areas. One enters
through an introductory hall
titled, "There Lies The Port."
Here can be seen the oldest item in
the exhibit, a 1733 map of the
British Empire in America. It was
the largest map of North America
printed
during the colonial
period. This section also includes
a selection of lithographs and ship
models which set the theme for
the rest of-the exhibit.
The next section is "Main
Currents Of American Maritime
Enterprise." Here a large timeline provides an overview of
American maritime history from
the Revoluntionary War to the
present day. Its various lines
include such things as shipbuilding, disasters and maritime
safety and seamen and their
welfare.
The third section involves
"Ocean Commerce On The Eve
of Independence." Here one can
see a full-scale model of an eighteenth century tobacco warehouse
at Urbanna, Virginia. Nearby is a
13-foot, one-tenth scale, model of
the tobacco ship Brilliant, a threemaster built in Hampton Roads,
Virginia. At one point, the Brilliant had been sold to the British,
renamed the Druid and outfitted
for combat. She fought against _
her American sister ships during
the Revolutionary War. She was
again sold, and spent IS years as a
whaler. off the coast of Greenland, under the name of Enterprise.
From colonial commerce, we
move on to the section on'
"America Under Sail." Here we
see a large part of the National
Watercraft Collection, started in
1884 by Captain Joseph W.
Collins. It is considered to be one

of the finest ship model collections in the world. The collection is used to illustrate the
evolution of American sailing
ship design from the pre-Revolutionary period to the decline of
the great clipper ships and the rise
of steam power. This section also
contains many lithographs and
artifacts of the bloody days of
American whaling, including one
of the whaleboats from the
Charles W. Morgan.
The fifth section moves us from
the great ocean-going vessels of
the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries to America's developing'
system of inland waterways. The
highlight of this section is a fullsized pilot house from a presentday Mississippi River towboat. A
film simulates movement along
the river while a narrator explains
life on the river as it is today. An
. operating Fresnel lighthouse lens
casts its beam along the walls of
the room. Here also is a working
model of a modern lock and dam
system set up by the Army Corp
of Engineers.
Moving on to the sixth section,
"For Those In Peril," we look at
some of the dangers and disasters
that the sea has produced and at efforts that 'have been made to

cope with those dangers. A continuously running film shows clips.
from Hollywood movies dealing
with disasters at sea such as Titanic and Poseidon Adventure.
The seventh section on "The
Merchant Marine Of The 20th
Century" concentrates primarily
on the U.S. shipbuilding effort
during the Second World War. It
also includes a collection of
models of tankers and supertankers.
Moving on to "The Workday
World," we find the most impressive single exhibit in the entire
hall. The Smithsonian has installed the actual engine room
(which is kept in partial 0peration) from the bouy-tender,
S.S.Oak.
The exhibit extends
vertically for two floors, creating
the illustion of being aboard ship.
We continue on from the ship
as workplace to the world of the
great luxury liners, "The Only
Way To Cross." Here we see the
stained glass skylight from the
nineteenth century liner Majestic.
Here are the luxurious appointments and mementoes of the days
of the great floating hotels.
The last section returns our
focus to the individuals who made
America's maritime efforts pos-
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Whaleship and Sidewheeler
sible, "The Seaman." Here we
find a full-sized tatoo parlor with
tatoo designs projected holographically onto the bare torso of
a mannequin. This section also
includes a major collection of
scrimshaw, the seaman's art of
engraving whale ivory. The forty
pieces assembled here depict
scenes of the whale hunts, ships in
full said, harbor scenes, portraits
and animal scenes.

Film Series: To complement the
opening of the Hall of American
Maritime Enterprise, the Smithsonian is presenting a free film
series on Sunday afternoons at
the Museum of History and
Technology. "Sea Adventures"
will feature full-length films that
will be shown at 2 and 4 p.m. in
the museum's Carmichael Auditorium. The films include:

Genesis Performs at Merriweather Post

passages reminiscent of the jazz
drummer of the 1940s and 1950s.
The same problem exists with
the guitarists: Steve Hackett is
~orely .missed. His tour replacement, Daryl Stuermer, formerly
with Jean-Luc Ponty, might as
well not have shown up. With the
exception of a guitar solo on
"Cinema Show," Stuermer was
absolutely listless. He didn't
really play with the band; he
played beside them.
Ironically,
Steve Hackett's
latest album, Please Don't Touch
(Chrysalis) shows just how talented he is. His 'first solo album,
Voyage OJ The Acolyte, focused
on the spacey, Moody Blues'inspired material he did so well
with Genesis. The new album has
a wider range:jazzy ballads, topfortyish rockers, spacey guitar
passages, and guest singers such
as Richie Havens and Steve Walsh
of Kansas.
Genesis' latest album, And
Then
There
Were
Three
(Atlantic), has moments of brilliance in the lyrics and composition, but most of the lyrics
are worthless and the performance a bit too mechanical'
The George Washington Uni- Inspector Hound follows; this' and uninspired. The complicated
versity Theatre announces its zany play-within-a-play will be and lengthy songs they used to do
1978-79 season, a well rounded
presented in the Marvin Center seem to be too much trouble now:
schedule that includes a Shakes- Theatre February 19-24. Closing most of'- the eleven songs are
pearina comedy, a twentieth
the season, also in The Marvin under five minutes in length.
century American drama,
a Center Theatre will be Leslie'
But Genesis at its worst
contemporary British comedy and Jacobson's
adaptation
of moments is still several notices
an original adaptation of a classic Voltaire's Candide the master- above most bands, and on stage
novel.
piece which exposes some of the they provide
an awesomely
The season opens with The worst aspects of human nature- . powerful. performance. Despite
Glass Menagerie. Tennessee Wil- but with Gallic wit and lightness. the handicap of a poor sound
liams' "memory play" about the Candide will be seen April 2-7. .
system that muddled the vocals
.
and occasinally lost the keyfrustrations and desires of the
Wingfield family, to be presented
Ticket prices are $5.00 for boards, they delighted an enthusiOctober 9-14 in the Marvin
general admission and $2.50 for astic audience for nearly three
Center Theatre. William Shake- students and senior citizens. For hours.
The show was without the films
speare's Twelfth Night is next, a previews (the first date listed for
tale of laughter and romance in each production) prices are $4.00 and slides which Genesis has used
the exotic land of Illyria which and $2.00. Group rates are avail- in the past to illustrate their
will be seen in Lisner Auditorium
songs; in their place were a laser
able. For additional information
November 15-18. Tom Stop- please call the University Theatre light and set of mirrors above the
pard's hilarious comedy The Real
stage which looked like part of
at 676-6178.
by Jim Sweeney
Britain's Genesis put on a show
at Merriweather Post Pavilion on
July 25 that showed clearly why
they're one of the top progressive
groups' but also pointed out some
of the flaws in their recent work.
First, the bad news. The biggest
problem is missing personnel.
Phil Collins doesn't have the
same vocal range or magnetic
personality as Peter Gabriel, their
former lead singer. Collins has an
energetic, but occasionally annoying, stage presence. Collins is also
one of the best drummers in the
business, and he would be much
better off behind a drum kit
instead of a microphone.
Collins' replacement on drums
for the tour, Chester Thompson,
is a fantastic drummer, but he
isn't Phil Collins. Some of the
best moments of the night occurred' when Collins joined
Thompson behind a second set or:
drums, as they did for "One For'
The Vine" and "Dance- On A
Volcano." Collins mixed a soft,
staccato beat with thunderous

Theatre Announces '78 Season

the set for "Star Wars."
At times the technology almost
overwhelmed the· music, as the
mirrors rotated and twisted above
the stage;' accompanied'
by
colored lights and fog. The green
laser light had its moments, especially when it was dancing in gentle
curves across a mirror, or aimed
off the stage, creating a shifting
pattern of light and shadow on
the pavilion roof.
The show opened with the slow,
throbbing keyboard opening to
"Eleventh Earl of Mar," leading
into the fast-paced martial beat of
the rest of the song. It was a
perfect dramatic opening, and the
excitement didn't die down, on
stage or in the audience, for the
rest of the night.
Michael Rutherford was in top
form with his driving, popping
bass guitar but, like Stuermer, he
seemed to be out of the center of
the action. He .redeemed himself ..
during the second half of the
show, starting with a fantastic
guitar leadon "Burning Rope."
It's to their credit that they
took some songs that are not their
best, especially from their latest
album, ..and worked them into an
excellent show. "Deep In The
Motherlode," which suffers from
insipid lyrics and uninspired
music, was saved by the sheer
volume of the sound and the
band's skill. "One For The
Vine," one of the weakest songs
on Wind! Wuthering, was given a
lively interpretation and a rousing
drum duet by CoIlins and Thompson.
"The Lady Lies," from the
new album, was given an atmosphere of menace that it lacks on
the album, but the volume and
muddy sound destroyed much of
the subtlety of the song.
One of the most intriguing
moments of the Show was the
song "Say It's Alright Joe," a
tale of a drunkard and how he got
that way. Phil Collins, dressed in

a shabby coat and hat; sang from
a bar stool at the edge of Tony
Banks'
piano
recalling
the.
costumes which Peter Gabriel W;iS,
famous for when he was with
Genesis. The song, which is fairly
dull on the album, was improved
considerably by the live performance and the costuming,
especially when CoIlins stumbled
"drunkenly" around the stage at
the end of the song.
Despite the flaws in various
places, the show overall was tremendous and the nine other songs
they performed were absolutely
flawless. You could fault them
for some of the songs they used or
didn't use, but with nine albums
there's a lot of choosing to be
done.
What came across on stage that
hasn't always come' across on
recent albums is the emotional
intensity of their music. At its
best it takes on a Wagnerian
dramatization.
Tony Banks"
synthesizer
and
keyboards
provide a richly textured atmosphere, balanced by Collins' sharp
drums (which often switch from
the bass line to the melody(, and
accented by searing guitar passages.
Genesis is fond of abrupt
changes in tempo and atmosphere, even in the middle of a
line. Much of the music and lyrics
is subtle and tricky, occasionally
inaccessible. But the rich texture
and sheer power of the music,
especially live, is what impresses
the listener. On stage, the words
of the hunder in ."Squonk"·
("here I am, I'm very fierce and
frightening, come to match my
skill to yours") take on a frightening reality, presented with
Collins' maniacal voice, flashing
lights, and fog.
Which is what makes Genesis
so good. The tales they spin, like
fairy tales, have parallels in the
real world, and the atmosphere
they surround them with makes
them come alive.
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Book ReView: The Legal Job Market
by Steven J. Kleifield
What to do after law school is
probably one of the most difficult
decisions you will ~~er make, This
is a personal decision that only
you can make. Once you have
made that momentous decision
however, and you know what YO~
to '
b
want b ut no t h ow 0 go a out
getting it, I highly recommend
"After Law School? Finding a
Job in a Tight Market" by Saul
MiIler, former Director of Place·
.
ment at H 0 f stra Umverstty
f
L
Alth
h
h
SchooI 0 .aw.
oug
opefuIly I can give you a sense of the
.
scope an d content 0f t h e b 00k ~ I
suggest
if reference . to theb book It~elfI you are senous a out your
Job search.
.'
MiIler states that looking. for
..
b d'C'
law positions
. bseems
h . to , e hI ferent than JO untmg 10 ot er
leld main
inlvy b ecuase a fh"
fl.e~s,
t. e VISIbility of .on-car.npus recruitment,
the seemingly Important rol~ of
placement offic~s, and the widespread expectation of students
that jobs are secured several
months before they are prepared
t~ ~tart work. T~~e are only the
visible charactenstics of the law
search. however, and portray the
experiences of a very small
number of law students: Most
stu?ents have to I?o~ for ~obs on
their own, and It IS mamly to
these students that the book is
addr~ssed.
.
Millermakes It very clear from
the beginning what his book is
and ISnot. It ISnot a guaranteed
method of getting a job. Job
hunting must be geared to the personality of the individual, and
success comes from creating a
momentumfrom whichjob offers
may come in a variety of ways.
!he book also does not make
Judgments about the merits of
working in one job over another.

This i
.'
ISISa Judgment you must make
paring a resume are "Whom do
~~;rs~lf on the basis of your own you want to appeal to?" and
"What do you want discussed at
sio:r~~~~e. The boo~ is a discusthe interview?" An all-purpose
tics for .o~a~, st~ategles, and tacou i J.
untl.ng that ,:"ill help resume' that is used for massmailings may actually limit rather
. ;ugge~~nt~fYspecific openmgs and
S
apPlYing ~ateglehsto be. used in than expand your options. The
lor t em, These ap- important thing is to decide what
proaches a . t d d
to more re 10 en e to lead you type of a job you want and who
lace
. a~d, more people and 'you want to work with or for, and
fh t s, and It I.S.from this network
pr~pare a resume for that person.
a ~o~Ppf~~I!Oumtifes
c?me ·It is also . Miller then goes into a discussion
n 0 pnnte d resource
of what to include in your resume
materials that t k
a es you far that is too lengthy to go into here,
beyond Martindale-Hubbeil (did
you know that th e biiograp hiical but.should nevertheless be read.
The importance of the cover
section of Martindale-Hubbell is
letter, on the other hand, is
actually paid adve r tirsmg, an d t h at
usually understressed.
It can
as few as 10070 of the firms in a
,often be more important than the
geographical. area may be listed resume itself. The main point
there?) as well as an ex I
ti
P ana Ion made is that a cover letter can perof
how
to
use
them
And
fi
II
'
,lOa
y, sonalize your resume. It should
it's a discussion of how t fi d enhance your credibility as an
om.Alpeople who can help you.
applicant by showing that your
though an opening may not exist resume is not just amass-mailing,
at a particular time at the place and t.hat there is a reason why you
you are interviewing, the inter- sent It to that employer. In other
viewer can be an invaluable
words, know Who you are sending
source of information on who else your resume to, and send it to the
you can contact in that area to person at that organization who'
follow up your particular in- would be most likely to respond
terests. You also might want to to you.
attend legal conferences, convenMiller offers some' sound
tions, and continuing legal educa- advice about interviews, what to
tion programs to meet lawyers do and what pitfalls to avoid. The
practicing in a particular field, key word in interviewing is
and the book discusses these honesty. If you are not honest
possibilities.
about yourself and what you are
After' an entertaining story interested in, you're likely to end
about what job hunting was like up with a' job that's not inat the turn of the century - to say -teresting to you. Since common
that it was less complicated would interests ensure the best interbe an understatement - Miller views, finding places that do the
kind of work you're most indevotes three chapters to resumes,
cover letters, and interviews. AI- terested in and people you are apt
though resumes should be fairly to like is the best preparation for
professional and should convey an interview. Among the pitfalls
certain basic information, their are: 1) having a preconceived notion of a "Good" interview ("a
importance is often overstressed.
The two most important ques- firm handshake, a smile, lots of
tions to ask yourself when pre- eye contact, and five good ques'

Stoppard's 'EGBDf', af Kennedy Center
by Wendy Gordon
The birthday cake architecture
of the Kennedy Center gleams by
the ~rown water of the Potomac.
While Washingtonians
occ.asionally gripe about the high
!Icke~ prices or the impersonal
mterIors, the KenCen appears to
~any of us as a Super Bowl of
high and popular culture where
the best of all genres should
co~pete for our attention. It is
thiS expectation
which
is
disappointed when the offering is
as thin as "Every God Boy Deserves Favour," the play-foractors-and-orchestra
by Tom
Stoppard and Andre Previn.
"Every Good Boy Deserves,
Favour" is, of course, the
£?nemonic phrase which generations of piano teachers have used
to teach their pupils the names of
the lines in the treble clef:
EGBDF. In the play of the same
name, Jonathan Wood and Eli
Wallach play two inmates of a
Soviet insane asylum. The other,
genuinely made, believes he has a
symphony orchestra. The other,
genuinely sane, crazily insists that,
the Soviet government puts sane
people in mental
hospitals.
Compounding the ironic contrast
between the madman who cannot
recognize reality and the political
dissident who refuses to behave
"realistically"
and recant his
dissident opinions, is the quite

to truth than by a need to save
real presence of the symphony orface.
chestra on stage.
A further problem is that much
The idea is delicious. With a
of the action involving subsidiary
score by Previn, noted conductor
characters has a morality-play
and Academy Award-winning
monotony and lack of nuance.
composer, and words by StopThis may have been what the
pard, author of Rosencrantz and
director ordered, but the techGuildenstern Are Dead, .Jumpers,
nique robs the interplay between
and other delights, one expects
total enjoyment. However, ex- the two main characters, played
periencing '''EGBDF''
is like' by Wallach and Wood, of much
of the resonance it might otherbeing shown a cake and then
wise have had.
being served the icing.
FinallY,the
music requires
The primary difficulty is that
comment., The music. only rarely
the words and actions are too
serves to add humor or dimension
few. After the initial moments,
when a light confrontation be- to the action. While this reviewer
is handicapped by a longstanding
tween the two inmates and a
inability to enjoy the brand of
delightful bout of lunatic punning
modern symphonic music dispromise both character- and
played
in 'EGBDF," she must
word-play, little is said or done.
note h~r judgment that Previn's
The mad inmate's fascination
score does not give the play the
with words disappears, as do the
intriguing questions about his depth irotherwise lacks.
The most disturbing aspect of
perceptions which his use' of
"EGBDF," is the shadow it casts
words had first raised. The reof an artistic in-crowd. Some of
mainder of the dialogue is largely
the newspaper reaction to the play
bare, like a plot summary
made one wonder if culture
brrought to the stage.
The plot itself relies for resoluheroes Stoppard and Previn could
tion on an artificial device, the do no wrong. Experimentation
last-minute entrance of a colonel· should be encouraged-- whether
ex machina. This Colonel gives before the plush seats of the
the two inmates their release on KenCen or the less comfortable
terms which are amusing, but ,chairs of smaller theaters-- but we
which undermine the dissident's
should not allow the shiny setting
previously convincing displays of to persuade us that a partially
heroism by suggesting he had
realized experimental foray is a
been motivated less by a devotion
successful dramatic work.

tions are not the key to interviewing success"), 2) having a
monolithic view of lawyers, 3)
passiveness, 4) defensiveness and
5) using the interview for the
purpose of getting the job only,
, thereby losing an opportunity to
gain information. Another important point to remember is that
the purpose of the interview
differs according to the organization, and so Miller tells you what
to expect when interviewing with
a large or small law firm (quite
different),
the government,
corporate
legal departments
criminal defenders' and prose:
cutors' offices, and for judicial
clerkships,

The remainder of the book is
devoted to general observations
about and resources available for
getting a job in several different
types of legal organizations. The
resources are, of course, very
. specific in their scope and are
numerous, so the book must be
,~onsulted according to your
.mterest. I can, however, highlight
the main points 'of his observations:
'
Private Firms: Have faith that
you are not unusual if you don't
have a job lined up by December
15 of your third year. Most
students don't find legal employment until after they graduate.
The myth of early employment is
fostered by the fall recruiting that
is conducted by the large firms
Gust look at the lists posted outside the placement office and the
records office). The fact is that
few students get jobs this way,
and that most of the opportunities
arise with small firms. These
firms only interview when an
opening occurs, and openings
occur at unpredictable times.
When they need someone, it is
usually necessary for that person
to be able to practice, so therefore
small firms are more likely to be
responsive to you if you have
graduated and/or passed the bar.
In view of this fact, it seems unreasonable to expect to be hired
by a firm
before
you've
graduated.
Government: Avoid sending
your applications to agency personnel offices, as these often
become "cemeteries for massive
numbers of mailings". Instead,
send your application to a lawyer
within the general counsel's or
solicitor's office who is integral to
the hiring process. The problem
of timing is also important. It's
surprising to learn that, like small
private
firms,
most federal
employers of attorneys do· not
hire in advance, but rather fill an
opening only when it actually
occurs. Therefore, the key is to
apply early, and aggressively and
regularly follow it up. The best
way to know of an opening is
through the grapevine, and you
only have access to the grapevine
if you are active. Get interviewed,
even if only for the sake of getting
information.
Public Interest: With so much
variety
of public
interest
organizations, it is impossible to
generalize about them. Miller
organizes them into categories:
legal seryices programs (many
opportunities), state and locally
funded. legal aid (fewer opportunities),
foundation
supported public interest law forms,
civil rights and civil liberties

centers, group legal services programs and labor unions, and
attorneys in private practice doing
public interest work. Each of
these categories has its own
unique characteristics, so look to
the text for more information and
a wide variety of resoruces.
Corporations:
Two factors
contribute to students' lack of
understanding of corporate legal
department hiring practices. The
first is the lack of visibility of this
process. The second is the unfounded assumption that they
hire only attorneys with a few
years' experience. The trend is
towards hiring more people right
out of law school, especially in
the corporations with large legal
departments.
You should be
aware that the siee of the corporation may not indicate the size of
, in-house counsel; it is more a
function
of the nature
of
business. Also, most of the
positions are not filled very far in
advance- even the few corpora,tions that recruit end up with
openings at the end of the school
year. And by the way, an M.B.A.
will not help you get the job,
unless you plan on also working
in a non-legal capacity, or in a
business where the line between
business and legal responsibilities
is not clearly drawn.
Judicial
Clerkships:
The
employment process in this area is
very nicely commented upon by a
U.S. District
Court
Judge:
"Selecting a law clerk is something like buying a car. I think
, these days very few people test
drive a car for a week or so to
, determine all of its potentials or
,faults. Rather, they look at the
upholstery, the color and the
style, and seldom ever bother to
lift the hood. So it is with law
:clerks." This statement illustrates
,the point that although the range
of clerkship options is wider than
is co,mmonly thought,
the
,common denominator is prestige
and high numbers. Apply at, the
latest by the end of the summer
,afteJ:.Your second year, and send
your application .to specific
judges you know. about through
your research. It's best to apply to
a large number of judges, due to
the intense competition in this
area.
Graduate Law and Fellowship
Programs: Their utility in increasing your marketability is not
clear. As a general rule, pursue
this course only if you have a
genuine academic interest.
Alternative
Careers: These
include a wide variety of non'legal careers that many law
graduates end up pursuing, such
as teaching, research, consulting,
.lobbying, accounting, and much
more. Several lawyers have been .
quite successful in non-legal
fields: Cicero, Geraldo Rivera,
Sir Thomas More, Copernicus,
Descartes, Tchaikovsky, Lenin,
Ghandi, Castro, Jules Verne,
Paul Robeson, Francis Scott Key
and HowardCosell. So don't give
up; if law isn't for you, there's
always Monday Night Football.
Summer and Part-time Jobs: If
you aren't on law review or in the
top half of your class, which half
of us aren't, this is the best way to
get permanent employment. If
you plan on sticking around after
graduation, reading this chapter
isamust.
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Passed
(This column, should it continue, is the fictional story of an
airplane ride of a young lunatic in
search of the common law. Any
similarity with actual persons,
living or dead, is purely coincidental.)
The bright white light just went
on. He didn't smoke anyway and
his seat belt was already fastened.
So he ignored the shining littlle
sign and went back to staring out
the window for a last glimpse of
Britain. After six days of camping
on the sidewalk near Victoria
Station he was fairly nearly
totally wasted but it seemed that
he had finally managed to catch
one of the hollow metal birds
going home. At this point in time
couldn't believe that he was really
real and alive, much less able to
fly.

As the jet slowly rolled into
position onto the runway and
suddenly revved its engines, a
chill travelled up his spine that
was unlike any he had experienced since the rush of taking off
from Kennedy Airport to places
foreign some time before. He
thought of the day that he left the
U.S. of A.·
When there's no time left
there's not enough time but
there's always time remaining so
there must always be enough
time. Nevertheless, when time is
running out it is time to wrap up
whatever is going on and put on,
on time, whatever is. That was the
philosophy that dominated his
semiconsciousness
during the
final rushed hours of his presence
in the middle of the D.C.
diamond. He was anxious to go.
He stuffed the envelopes with
the last of the form letter advertisements to bars, office suppliers, banks, and book stores,
and hacked out the last two
. requests foral-tides
for the'
August edition. TIME! Nobody
blew a whistle but when the giant
clock that leans on the typewriter
on the bookshelf in his office
silently tolled I 1:00 p.m, on the
29th of May, it was too late to do
anything else but leave.
His knapsack had already been
hurriedly packed and was leaning
against the wall, its bright blue
nylon fabric accented by the small
American flag that had been sewn
on the center pocket the day
before.
In a rare
indulgence of
pecuniary necessity he called a
cab that whisked him to the Greyhound terminal and deposited
him at the point of departure
from everything familiar. The
next and last bus of the evening
was scheduled to leave in five
minutes and he wrong his hands
as he waited impatiently to grab a
pass and toss his pack on board.

"A one-way ticket to New York,"
he said, and he laughed out loud
when he contemplated how many
times that phrase may have been
said by how many people in how
many places for how many
reasons.
He clutched the ticket firmly as
he dashed to the New York terminal but quickly discovered that
the bus was late and that he would
have to wait on the sidewalk for
an unexpected moment of excessive timeliness. The man in. front
of him hocked on the pavement,
so he put his knapsack back on to
avoid having to drag it through
the grime of the city. In a few
minutes that seemed more like an
hour he was sitting dowri on
board the bus and pointing out
some parting views of the nation's
capital to a spelunker from
Alabama who sat next to him in
the window seat.
It started raining and, owing to
the lateness of the hour, he was
soon hypnotized by the mechanical swaying of the windshield
wipers.
For 'he next several hours there
were only shadowy wet images of
passing headlights, until sometime just shy of dawn when he
opened his eyes to find that the
streets were almost dry, illuminated through the night of the morn.ing with artificial sunshine and
flashes of neon.
Before he was really awake he
walked off the bus, collected his
.belongings, and strolled into a
tiled cavern that looked like the
gritty entranceway to a massive
bathroom. In the New York subway they hocked on the floor.
Deep in the bowels of Man. hattan's 42nd Street stop a couple
of exquisitely defined fabrications
of sexuality strolled down the
concrete in front of him. A couple
of cops were leaning against the
remnants of some posters on the
wall to the right of the walkway.
The one who was twirling his
night stick paused for a moment
and licked the air as the two girls
passed in silence. "Welcome to
the big apple," he thought as he
journeyed onward toward the E
line to Queens Plaza.
When he sat down in the
cement stairway it was close to
5:00 a.m, Two black lads with
limp wrists were dancing aimlessly through the cavernous
hallway singing about tripping.
This place had atmosphere,
alright.
The vibrations
of
congested craziness moved like
waves thourhg the air, bouncing
off the tangible manifestations of
scattered bits of life in the city.
He gradually made his way to
Queens Boulevard and when he
poked his head above ground it
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was already getting to be dayhgh~.
The ,headqua~ters ~f Feddie
Laker s Skytram was Just ac~oss
.the. s.treet. He entered the spaCIOUS
~aItmg room and purchased
ticket number
13 for that
evening's f1i~ht to London. Then
he checked hISpack a~d coll~psed
on a carpeted shelf m a distant
corner of the empty room: .
.When he wok~ up again It was
stili .ver~ early m the day, but
co~s.Idenng the alternative of.
waI~mg further on the ~oor, he
d:cIded to voyage back into the
CIty to see what there was to see.
The Eurailpass offices of the
Swiss National Railroad were not

open yet so he walked a couple of
blocks to the Rockefeller. Ce~ter
where he sat down in a quiet little
square of concrete, flowers, and
fountains.
.
Around
him people were
bustling from here to there getting
ready for the day's activities. The
people in the City were into IT.
Even the window washer seemed
to care about what he was doi~g.
There was almost an artistic pride
in the manner in which the man
methodically dipped his longhandled sponge into a bucket of
d and then wiped the mirrored
~u ~ indow clean.
an WI

Part

He laid back on the park bench
for a moment but a custodian of
the Center soon appeared and
advised him of the sitting regulations. He pretended that he felt
like a hobo on the street. In a
strange sort of way, it felt good.
He got up from the bench and
headed back down Broadway. St.
Patrick's Cathedral was observing Memorial Day mass so he
paused in the rear of the church
and mused at the busy businesspersons
dashing
into
the
chamber, kneeling, and rushing
back out into the crowds. .
'(continued on page eleven)

Letters· to the Editor
To the Editor:
This popped in my head while I
was writing a resume. I don'f
know if its low humor or bad
pornography. Possibly it's both:
Sexual practices and mores.:
scrutinized since the forties and
the first Kinsey reports, have become cocktail-hour he-hum. Still,
a number of important social
groupings have not been research. ed thoroughly. Law students,
caught between the fading sensitivity of post-pubesence and the
demands of a· challenging career,
pose a dilemna to Dr. Frank N .
Privledge, author of Corpus Juris
Fercundum, an Examination of
Law School Sex with the Books
Open. We had the pleasure of
interviewing Dr. Privledge recently and asking him about the
sexual practices of law students.
Q: Professor, are law students
different sexually from the general population?
A: Definitely. However, initial
reports that law students are
physically and mentally disabled
from having Sl;X have been disproven. Instead, a strange conglomeration of neurotic practices
and intricate ritual form a typical
law student's sex life.
Q: Such as .... ?
A: Fairly typical is the Perry
Mason syndrome. A representative manifestation begins with
two people involved in passion-

To the Editor:
In your first edition of this
school year, you listed a number
of nightspots for the benefit of
first year students who may be
unfamiliar with the city. However, you listed establishments
catering exclusively to heterosexuals. For those of us without that
classification,
I propose l the
following addendum and request
that it be published in your next
edition.
Gay Bars in Washington For
Men: Eagle 904 9th St NW; Eagle
in Exile 953 9th St NW; Lost and
Found 56 L St SE; Mr. P's 2247 P
St NW; Fraternity House 2122 P
St NW (off the alley); Barn,
Louie's Hideaway 9th and Penn.
NW; Court Jester 2321 Wisconsin
Ave.NW.
For Women: Club Madame 506
8th St SE;
Round About 423 8th St SE; Owl
and the Tortoise 19th and K NW;
Phase 525 8th St SE; The Other
Side 134.5Half St SE.

ate, clawing,
hard-breathing,
spine-wrenching coitus .. , ...
"Yes
no ... yes ... yes
.. no
yes!"
"Darling?"
"Yes .. oh yes, yes! No, yes
"Darling, do you mean yes or
no?"
.
"OH YES, NO, NO
YES"
"Darling, before we can proceed I must insist on a clear answer to the previous question. May
I remind you you are under
oath."
From this, a complete crossexamination usually follows.
Q: Any redirect?
A: No, the witness is usually
asleep by that time.
Q: Disgusting. You mentioned
that ritual sex plays a great part in
the typical law student's sex life.
How is the act ritualized?
A: Surveys point up the definite
influence of the Federal Rules of
Civil Proceedure, particularly in
foreplay where the liberal discovery standards of Rule 26 have lead
to greater fulfillment.
A: Anything relevant to the
matter at hand, not necessarily
admissable in court.
Q: According to your book,
various paraphenalia
are now
available to law students; could
you give us some eJbamples?

Alse, The Pier 1824 Half St SW
(Mixed-Gay and Straight).
Sincerely,
Steering Committee
Representative for GW
Gay Law StudentsWashington, D.C.
Ed. Note:
We doubt if our previously listed establishments have a policy of
excluding non-heterosexual pa-

A: Sure. Pinstripe pillow cases
and sheets are the rage this season, along with jockey shorts with
"Res Ipsa Loquitur" stenciled on
the front. Other items include
judges' robes equipped with a personalized leather whip and belt
and, for those who would rather
be voyeaurs than bon vivants,
pornographic books written by
desperate third year students.
Q: Legalized pornography?
A: In the worst sense of that
phrase, yes. Let me read you an
example:
"She felt herself reaching a
summit of ecstasy her delicate
body could not long endure; it became hard to breathe the rarified
air of his mouth, his tongue tantalizing hers. She shuddered, then .
wept, then trembled as he
caressed and worshiped her in one
blazing arc to the glistening, now
reachable sun. First thrill, then
love, then perfection and finally-Patent Law."
Q: That's horrible!
A: Well, what did you expect
.........
Banzhaf?
Yours,
Second Year Law Student
Ed. note: Until we got your
pornography we thought we were
actually going to print an issue
without Prof, Banzhaf's name in
it.

trons but here's your list anyway.
We may also print a list
of saloons
frequented
by
asexuals, bisexuals, unisexuals,
antisexuals, pseudosexuals, intersexuals, ex-sexuals or any other
sexual or nonsexual classification
which makes a difference and of
which anyone cares to provide a
source.

SBA ELECTIONS
Elections for first year delegates (one from each section)
and a night vice-president to the Student Bar Association
(SBA) will be held in the coming weeks. The SBA is the
student government at the National Law Center and
provides a variety of services to students, including course
evaluations,
first-year orientation,
social functions,
lockers, and others. Information as to nominations, campaigns, and elections wit be posted. Inte~ested students are
encouraged to round. For more information, contact the
SBA office, Bacon 301,676-7150.

Page Eleven

I: Towers of Glass

(from page ten)
After obtaining his train passes
he walked purposelessly down the
street gaping open-mouthed at the
awesome structures of steel and
glass which towered into the
heavens above. He knew that he
looked like a naive hick in the
midst of. the only place in the
world that is anything like New
York City, but he just couldn't
help staring at the countless geometric edges of the sky.
Next he thought he was going
to the Empire State Building but
'when he got inside it turned out to
be the Chrysler Building, a similar
monument to the same era of
industrial corporate success. The
elevator was fancy enough that it
left no doubt that he didn't
belong there but since no one
challenged his progress,
he
punched the button for the top
floor and waited for the maplestained cubicle to rise in its shaft.
When the doors opened at No.
55 he noticed a bronze sign that
said 'tower elevator.' Why not?
he thought. He entered the inside
elevator shaft and pushed the
button for ultimate rooftop.
When the doors opened again on
the 73rd floor, he left the vertical
transportation
box,
walked
through a doorway to an old
stairwell, and climbed the remaining three floors up through a
deserted storage area cluttered
with broken glass, empty cans,
and fallen ceiling tiles. He hoped
that no one who belonged there
discovered that he didn't, but he
couldn't resist the temptation of
rising higher.
At the top floor there were'
large triangular windows, the
downward-pointing windows of
which extended almost to the
floor. He sat down next to one of
the window frames that was
partially unobstructed by glass,
and hung one arm out of the
window. A great distance below
him two painters were working on
the roof of an adjacent building.
Another great distance below
him two painters were working on
the roof of an adjacent building.
Another great distance below that
intermediate plane, tiny colored
squares were moving mechanically on the strands of pavement at the bases of the blocks of
steels which were outstretched
everywhere.
He sat there pondering the vast
concentration of organizations of
people and wealth that must have
existed within the angles created
by the dense exterior of constructional artifacts that are indispensably characteristic of human
patterns. When he sat back he
dozed off for a time and dreamt

of hang-gliding a strange winged
kite covered with light blue
feathers .. He was flying in the
Grand Canyon, except that the.
rocky ravines and cliffsides which
surrounded him were not fixed in
stone but consisted instead of tiny
vibrating beads that flowed across
the surfaces .of the earth, interchanging positions with adjacent
wiggling particulates of minutiae.
When he awoke he gazed again
into the smoggy thickness of the
space in front of him. Here the
.horizon was not horizontal. He
was used to the idea that the dis' tance above him extended as far
as the universe, but here the
vertical drop below him was that
of 76 floors straight down. It was
too much to internalize without
effort.
He looked out over the city for
perhaps a minute or two before
an eerie vision came to his sudden
realization. Straight ahead of him
but at a slightly higher altitude a
cloud obstructed his vision of
those few structures of comparable height which surrounded
him. But sticking out above the
cloud, a twin set of glassy cubicles
glimmered in the sunlight! It was
the top of the World Trade
Center. The lower portion of the
buildings were concealed by the
visible atmosphere. But seeming
to hover motionless in the sky like
a pair of colossal space ships, the
tops of the tallest Chunks of glass
and steel of them all sparkled over
the smog.
When he left the Chrysler
Building he hiked to the United
Nations and sat in on a committee
hearing of the Economic and
Social Council. With a turn of the
knob on his right armrest he
could hear whatever language was
being
spoken
in whatever
language he chose. A man with an
accent like Prof. Pock's was
explaining that electricity was
intended to be included in a
reference to "goods" in an international trade agreement.
After a little while he went to a
Special Session of the General
Assembly
on nuclear disarmament, but he quickly tired of
the representative from Cuba ~ho
delivered a tirade about Amencan
imperialism.

Back at Laker he was ushered
onto a shuttle bus that left him at
Kennedy Airport. There he got on
board a DC-tO that soon taxied
down the runway and suddenly
accelerated for lift-off. When he
next touched the earth he would
no longer be in the cradle of
modern civilization. The next
stop would be the gateway to
Europe. He knew it was someplace much deeper. He enjoyed
. the tingle in his spine and wondered" what adventures awaited
him.
His attention passed from
remembrances of the previous
plane ride to the present one. He
couldn't tel/exactly when the jet
left the ground but the distance
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He walked outside and finally
made his way back underground.
The trains were stuffed to
capacity this time and the vast
majority of the riders appeared to
be catatonic. They sat motionless
with their eyes closed as hordes of
other travellers squeezed in to
share the steel chamber and then
periodically popped out whenever
the vehicle came to a halt.

course was expanded over two
encyclopedias, Shepards', et al.
semesters and allocated credit
To allow beginning law students
hours which more approximate
to rely on LEXIS at the risk of
the work students do in the
possible exclusion of some of the course, instruction in computerstandard sources would be doing
ized legal research could be incorthem a disservice. Furthermore,
porated into the program during
although the method of accessing the spring semester. However,
documents via LEXISand
the . that IS not the case, and I am
DIGESTS is dissimilar, a working \ rambling so I will stop.
knowledge of the DIGESTS
Q. Jim, why do you ramble so
enables one to use LEXIS more
much?
.
'
effectively.
A. Cause that's the kind of guy I
If the legal research and writing
am.

between
himself
and
the
Heathrow runway was rapidly
expanding. Soon trees became
toothpicks and creeks turned into
silver snakes in the green. Tiny
cars were moving slowly down the
wrong side of the road. He turned
away from the scenery and sat

Tel.785-0424

Page Twelve,

J. '~I<E:llV WRIGHT
They will discourage their clients from
taking, the facts by the horn as applied
before and suggest they go around this
way. And they might be successful. But
the fact is thatlaw is not a science. There
are very very few absolutes in the law and
consequently the law changes when
there's a felt need for change. Some.
judges are on the cutting edge of the law
and some are satisfied with the status
quo.
Q. You have been criticized by advocates
of nuclear energy for your opinion in
SIPI v. AEC. As a citizen, what is your
view of the current trend of the use of
nuclear power as a domestic energy
source?
A. Well, let mesay that that's the kind of
-question that if I tried to answer it would
possibly get me into trouble, because
we're getting these cases. The judgments
as to what use should be made of nuclear
energy
are being
made
at the
Congressional level. They are also being
implemented at the agency level. If a case
comes to me in this particular area it
might not please the audience on the side
oQPOsite the side that I apparently would
embrace, to have me sitting in the case;
and I wouldn't blame them. So that's
typically what a judge ought to try to
avoid.
Q. You have been a strong advocate for
the rights of the accused. In DeCoster II
opinion you alluded to the fact that the
judicial process by virtue of the fact that
it is so time consuming - might itself

constitute a denial of an individual's right
to speedy adjudication. Would you care,
to comment on that?
A. First of all, Judge Bazelon was the
principal author of DeCoster II. I was on
the case. But just answering your
question, I think that there is a right to a
speedy trial as the Constitution provides,
and litigation
in connection
with
prosecution can effectively deny that
right. I don't think however, the problem
you state has been presented, because for
the most part persons who have been
indicted for crime are not interested in a
speedy trial. Some of them, of course,
are. But for the most part and in general,
there is always the hope that the person
won't go to trial for one reason or the
other. A judgment may be made by the
prosecutor that it shouldn't be tried for
some reason. A witness may die and so on
and so forth. So speed has not been what
most people who are charged with crime
want. What they want is the reverse. So it
really isn't a very big problem. But it can
be a problem in special cases such as
where a person's reputation is on the line
and he wants to have his day in court and
he asserts his right to have a speedy trial.
Then I think the court should give
consideration to granting him relief either
by ordering the case tried immediately or
dismissing the case if the prosecution is
de.f~.
"Q.. You were strongly criticized for a
recent opinion in which you advocated
the rights of prisoners. Has that criticism

______

had any effect on your thinking about
prisoners' rights?
A. No. I assume that case will be on
appeal, too. But I, think the decision
stands for itself and I wouldn't want to
generalize about prisoners' rights. But I
think that opinion will provide a.basis for

(continued from page seven) ----

area because of that case. It's the first
case that really spent some time. with the
issue and, as I say, it's the kind of case
that will encourage this kind of scholarly
comment on it. This kind of scholarly
comment is always helpful to me and it
should be helpful to other judges in

w

"Where there's an option of doing good or
bad within the law, I'm going' to go with the
good. I'm going to go with justice. And I
might even strain a little bit to get there too."
persons interested in this area of the law
to comment further on it. I think there
.will be law review articles and student
com ents and I'll be interested in seeing
some of them. I think because the opinion
will generate' this kind of scholarly.
comment, later opinions in the area will
improve on what I said. In other words,
what that opinion does is focus on a
problem and brings other minds to bear
on the problem. It will also encourage
lawyers to raise the issue where they think
it's applicable to their client. S~ I think
we'll hear more about the case and
certainly there'll be more activity in that

deciding their cases, and it is certainly
helpful in decreasing the amount of
research needed.
Q. Much of that criticism has come from
the press. What is this court's relationship
with the press?
A. I think this circuit's relationship with
the press has been considered very good. I
think we have here an outspoken press.
I'm a strong First Amendment man
myself and I'm satisfied with them. I've
found no one, none of our judges
anyway, complaining about the press.
For the most part I think they understand
the First Amendment like I do.
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